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Executive Summary
For this test the intention was to produce several products built on the S-100 Universal
Hydrographic Data Model, and use them together in one application during a commercial
voyage in confined and challenging waters. The main intention was to demonstrate the
advantages of using compatible S-100 products in navigation planning and voyage execution
processes, with an emphasis on the S-129 Under Keel Clearance product.
The test was separated in 4 phases:
Phase 1 Data production.
Several products were created, involving production of S-101 (conversion from S-57) by ECC,
S-102 and S-111 by NHS and S-129 by OMC International. During the production process the
producers built experience on production software and accompanying IHO standards, exposing
potential challenges and possible valuable feedback to IHO standardisation working groups.
Their contributions were also deemed valuable for potential future production lines within their
organisations.
Phase 2 Data Flow infrastructure.
The flow of data from producer to end user, through PRIMAR as a service provider, was
demonstrated. Facilitating support for the S-100 Data protection scheme using the PRIMAR
Remote Update Protocol was a key element, creating secure and user friendly connections
directly in the end user application (S-100 Demonstrator) for direct access to the data. It was
also demonstrated how S-100 products such as S-102 and S-111 could be used as input data in
the creation of S-129, and how S-129 updated plans produced at 1 minute intervals were
automatically downloaded and made available in the S-100 Demonstrator application.
Phase 3 S-100 Demonstrator implementation.
The S-100 Demonstrator application was further developed with new functionality to use and
display S-101 (through WMS API), S-111 and S-129. Various interaction functionality, like turning
on/off information were developed. One example would be the ability to turn off route and
control points individually in the S-129 product to avoid clutter in display of the data. In addition
to support of the mentioned products, an automated update integration of the predicted water
level datastream was also developed.
Phase 4 Test execution.
The test execution consisted of two parts. One was to determine the S-100 Demonstrator, with
the S-100 products, usability for the voyage planning process, and the other to determine the
usability in the voyage execution process. In the days before voyage execution S-129 plans were
produced regularly, using daily produced S-111 products and updated water level predictions in
the calculation and production of the S-129 products. The plans were assessed by the Pilot and
designated training personnel. The test took place on the vessel Tern Ocean owned and
operated by the company Terntank, and the vessel Captain and crew were informed of the
project and test requirements in the week before voyage execution. The operational test
execution took place on 03.12.2021 at 09:30 - 13:30. On the day of the voyage, Tern Ocean was
boarded with a Pilot boat at approximately 09:30. Upon boarding 4 individual computers were
assembled and used to run the S-100 Demonstrator application. Pilot plugs, positioned on the
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bridge wing's, ensured that a position accuracy of 1 cm was achieved. During voyage execution
the Pilot used the S-100 Demonstrator as a navigation support system in addition to the vessel
navigation system and the Personal Pilot Unit (PPU) SEAiq. Designated personnel also used the
S-100 Demonstrator recording the voyage and demonstrating the capabilities for those of the
crew members on watch. When leaving the designated test area there was interaction with crew
members gathering feedback on their views on the S-100 Demonstrator capabilities and the
different layers of S-100 information. Upon completion of the voyage execution, all involved
companies were given individual surveys to capture their feedback and experiences from the
test participation.
As an addition to the 4 main phases, a trial of the PRIMAR RTZ service was also conducted. The
Norwegian Coastal Administration is in the process of providing a number of reference routes
for Norwegian waters. These routes are made available in the PRIMAR service, giving the
opportunity to deliver both ENCs and routes to end users in one delivery. During the test Tern
Ocean`s Navigation Officer accessed and downloaded several routes covering the Tjeldsundet
area from the PRIMAR system. One route was selected and loaded into the vessel's navigation
system (Transas ECDIS), simplifying the route planning process.
All the tests described in the test description chapter contain an overview of all the conclusions
and outcome drawn from each specific identified test.
As an overall conclusion the following applies:
● S-101, S-102, S-111 and S-129 data were created successfully. The production did give
all producers valuable experiences on the production process and potential challenges in
the internal workflow.
●

The various aspects of data flow infrastructure between the project participants was
covered. This includes:
○ Successful implementation of several API interfaces.
○ Support for the PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol and the IHO S-100 data
protection scheme.
○ Data delivery to PRIMAR VPN.

●

Several new developments were conducted in the S-100 Demonstrator to facilitate this
test. This includes:
○ S-101 WMS integration.
○ Seabed area WMS integration.
○ S-111 integration.
○ S-129 integration.
○ Water level integration.
○ PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol integration.

●

The S-100 Demonstrator, supporting all the involved data types, was used as a
navigational support tool for the Pilot during a commercial voyage. This includes it being
used for:
○ Voyage planning purposes.
○ Voyage operational purposes.
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●

The use of the S-100 Demonstrator added significant value:
○ It was found especially valuable for planning purposes.
○ Having access to all information in one application was valuable for the end user.
○ The access to S-129 raised the end user awareness of no go areas.
○ Improvement of situational awareness.
○ As a source for relevant information, processed by the end user especially in the
planning process, it contributed to increasing the navigational safety.
○ Economical, environmental and safety benefits for the vessel and vessel
company were demonstrated.

●

The Route Info Service from NCA, where reference routes created by NCA are available in
the PRIMAR service, proved to be valuable in the onboard voyage planning process.
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Purpose of test
The purpose of this operational test is to demonstrate how S-100 products can be produced,
distributed and used to create an S-129 Under Keel Clearance Management product. It will be
demonstrated how an Under Keel Clearance Management product built on the IHO S-129 Under
Keel Clearance Management product specification can be used as a vessel specific decision
basis for voyage planning and voyage execution in confined waters. The test demonstrates how
the S-129 product enables more horizontal and vertical navigational space to be available for
the specific vessel in contrast to traditional navigation.
The test also demonstrates how the other S-100 products S-102 (Bathymetric Surface Product
Specification) and S-111 (Surface Currents Product Specification) , in addition to other data
sources, can be used as data input for S-129 creation. There is also a focus on the data
production and the data flow infrastructure in an S-100 data delivery service, and on the
identified data types needed to create an S-129 product. Support for S-100 Part 15 data
encryption throughout the data delivery chain is being demonstrated.
Accessibility to and use of compatible S-100 data within a single end user application will be
offered in the S-100 Demonstrator. This will demonstrate how a selection of compatible
products used together in an end user application can create a better understanding of the data
content and provide a better understanding of navigationally influencing factors like bathymetry,
currents and water level.
This test will demonstrate how S-100 data delivered on a compatible format such as S-100 can
provide economical, environmental and navigation safety advantages.

Targets and expected outcome
The targets of this operational test are listed in the table below:
Targets
Target 1

Demonstrate how S-102 and S-111 products can be produced.

Target 2

Demonstrate how an S-129 product is calculated partly based on other
S-100 products such as S-102 and S-111, in addition to water level
information on traditional format.

Target 3

Demonstrate how an S-129 product can be used in an end user
application (S-100 Demonstrator) to provide more available space, both
vertically and horizontally, for navigation during a commercial voyage.

Target 4

Demonstrate how extended navigational space can be used to load
more cargo on a commercial voyage.

Target 5

Demonstrate how extended navigational space can be used to shorten
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the transportation distance significantly.
Target 6

Demonstrate the potential social economic benefits when the use of
S-129 widens the navigational space in a narrow area.

Target 7

Demonstrate how a graphical representation of significant navigational
information can improve the mariner's situational awareness – and as
such add benefit to the safety of navigation.

Target 8

Demonstrate how S-100 products used together in combination in a
single end user application can create value for the maritime industry.

Target 9

Demonstrate how a tool like S-100 Demonstrator with support for S-129
is useful during the voyage planning process.

Target 10

Demonstrate how a tool like S-100 Demonstrator with support for S-129
is useful during the voyage execution process.

Target 11

Demonstrate how the precursor to S-421 (route plan based on S-100),
being provided as national reference routes in RTZ format, add value
during the voyage planning process.

Target 12

Demonstrate how the reference routes (RTZ) from the Norwegian
Coastal Administration have been implemented in the PRIMAR Service,
thus giving an opportunity to test the PRIMAR Chart Catalogue
interface.

Target 13

Demonstrate how we accomplish in-depth knowledge on ownership,
accessibility, quality and challenges related to the different S-1xx data
types.

Target 14

Demonstrate how we, by working on the identified selection of S-1xx
data types, can contribute to the ongoing development of the IHO
product standards.

Target 15

Demonstrate the data flow infrastructure in an S-100 data delivery
service supporting S-100 Part 15 encryption and data protection.
Table 1. Targets of the test

As an outcome of the test the following overarching benefits related to commercial voyages,
navigation and data production are expected:
Expected Benefits
Benefit 1
Fuel reduction

More cargo onboard and a shorter sailing route will contribute to
reduction in fuel consumption.

Benefit 2
Environmental

The CO2 and NOx emission will be reduced due to reduction in sailing
distance. More cargo onboard reduces the number of voyages
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savings.

necessary to transport a fixed size cargo, and as such contribute to
emission reduction.

Benefit 3
Economical
savings.

A reduction in fuel consumption and a potential reduction in necessary
voyages indicates potential cost savings.
Financial incentives concerning environmental savings (CO2 and NOx)
also provide potential economical savings.

Benefit 4
Better vessel
exploitation.

A demonstrated potential for better exploitation of vessels operating in
narrow waters.

Benefit 5
Increased
situational
awareness and
information sharing

S-100 Demonstrator is expected to portray navigational significant
information being more human recognizable than traditional tools by
using 3D portrayal on the underlying S-102 data model. As such it is
deemed to be more suitable for information sharing/understanding of
the situation. E.g. between Pilot and Captain/crew.

Benefit 6
Uptake of S-1xx
production.

Increased knowledge within national and commercial data producing
organisations on production of data on the S-100 format.
Table 2: Expected benefits
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Participants
●

OMC International:
○ Chris Hens - General Manager Product Design & Development

●

Terntank:
○ Claes Møller - Chief Executive Officer
○ Tern Ocean - Captain and crew

●

Norwegian Coastal Administration (NCA):
○ Odd Sveinung Hareide - Senior Adviser
○ Andor Dagfinn Antonsen - Pilot Master
○ Karl Helge Ness Haagensen - Pilot
○ John Morten Klingsheim - Senior Engineer

●

Norwegian Hydrographic Service (NHS):
○ Hilde Sande Borck - Chief Engineer
○ Geir Gunleiksrud - Senior Engineer

●

Kongsberg Digital (KDI):
○ Thomas Hammer - Team Lead 3D Visualization at Kongsberg Digital
○ Trygve Aasen - Software Developer at Kongsberg Oil & Gas Technology
○ Terje Henriksen - Software Developer at Kongsberg Oil & Gas Technology

●

The Norwegian Meteorological Institute (NMI):
○ Gjermund Haugen - Assistant Manager, The Weather Forecast in Northern
Norway

●

Electronic Chart Centre (ECC):
○ Svein Skjæveland - Manager International Standardization
○ Sølvi Tunge - Key Account Manager
○ Kirsten Bøe - Managing Director
○ Kjetil Andersen - Sr. Systems Developer
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Test area
Tjeldsundet, located south of Harstad (Troms and Finnmark county) in the northern part of
Norway was chosen as the designated test area. Tjeldsundet is a narrow strait between the
mainland and the Lofoten/Vesterålen island group. The passage through Tjeldsundet is limited
by approximately 10 meters depth in the most shallow areas, and also has quite strong surface
current conditions and large water level fluctuations. Due to the challenging conditions larger
vessels passing through must use Pilot services.
Size of area: approx 17km2

Figure 1: The above graphic visualizes the area of Tjeldsundet and the specific test area.
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Figure 2: The above graphic visualizes the test dataset 102NO00TSUND02M.bag (blue area) when
loaded in the S-100 Demonstrator.
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Vessel, tools and data used in the test
Vessel
The Swedish company Terntank Ship Management AB generously offered the use of one of their
vessels, Tern Ocean, to conduct the operational test during a commercial voyage.

Figure 3: Tern Ocean.

Figure 4: From the Bridge on Tern Ocean during test execution.
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Tern Ocean is a tanker vessel, built for taking marine gas oil/LNG fuel as cargo.
The table below shows some key information on the vessel:
Class notation

BV XHULL, XMACH, OIL Tanker, Chemical
Tanker Dualfuel,ESP, Unrestricted Navigation,
ICE CLASS 1A, XAUT-UMS, SYSNEQ,
MON-SHAFT, VCS, INWATERSURVEY,
CLEANSHIP

IMO no

9747986

Length Overall

147.00 m

Breadth (moulded)

22.00 m

Depth (moulded)

11.70 m

Draught (scantling)

9.00 m

Deadweight

14.827 t

Gross tonnage

11.374 t
Table 3: Vessel key information.
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Tools
Onboard navigation/ship management system:
Wartsila (TRANSAS) NAVI-SAILOR 4000/4100 ECDIS.
Additional tools used for piloting and test purposes:
S-100 Demonstrator

Figure 5: S-100 Demonstrator with a Terntank vessel model and the display of S-102 (high
resolution bathymetry) overlaid by S-57 ENC.
The S-100 Demonstrator is an application developed by Kongsberg Digital for use within the
S-100 Demonstrator project. The application enables loading and display of the necessary data
types. There is a range of 3D vessel models available within the application for visualization of
vessel specific layout. Within the application there is added functionality for interaction
calculations between vessel model and high resolution bathymetry and between high resolution
bathymetry and dynamic water level integration.
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SEAiq

Figure 6: SEAiq displaying S-102 data and demonstrating hover over functionality for depth
information from the S-102 data set.
SEAiq is a Portable Pilot Unit (PPU) being used by the Pilot as a support tool in this operational
test. This application supports display and use of S-102 data.
XR2 Wireless PPU sensor

Figure 7. XR2 Wireless PPU sensor (AD Navigation).
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XR2 are wireless Portable Pilot Unit (PPU) sensors that communicate with the Pilots portable
Electronic Chart System via standard wireless technology. It is a designated unit used for
communication of specific data (horizontal and vertical position accuracy, speed, heading, rate
of turn etc) between vessel and S-100 Demonstrator/PPU.
The table below shows key performance information:
Bow and Stern speed

1cm/sec (0.02 knots)

Heading Accuracy

0.01 degrees

Rate of turn

0.05 degrees/min

Position Accuracy

1 cm (RTK mode)
(For position accuracy the Norwegian
Mapping Authority CPOS Service is used:
https://www.kartverket.no/til-lands/posisjon/
hva-er-cpos)

Vertical

2 cm (RTK mode)
Table 4: XR2 Key performance information.
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Data
For this operational test to be successful several data types have been used. The majority of the
data types used were considered to be essential for S-129 UKCM calculation. Intentionally most
of the data products should be created based on the S-100 Universal Hydrographic Data Model
framework. However, due to differences in maturity of the various S-100 derived product
specifications, the Water Level products and Routes information products were provided in
traditional formats.
The S-57, S-101 and Seabed area information were used in the S-100 Demonstrator application
as is through WMS services provided by PRIMAR, ECC and NGU.
The following table shows the different data products that have been used:
Product

Responsible producer

Comment

S-57 ENC (WMS)

Norwegian Hydrographic
Service

Used as an overlay on the
high resolution bathymetry
model.

S-101 ENC (WMS)

Electronic Chart Centre

For the test area, used as an
overlay comparison to S-57.

S-102 Bathymetry

Norwegian Hydrographic
Service

The data used as a high
resolution bathymetry model.

Water level

Norwegian Hydrographic
Service

The lack of S-104 product
specification maturity led to
traditional format being used.

S-111 Surface Currents

Norwegian Hydrographic
Service

The data used for surface
current conditions.

S-129 Under Keel Clearance
Management

OMC International

The data used for the vessel
specific UKC overlay product.

Routes

Norwegian Coastal
Administration

The lack of S-421 product
specification maturity led to
traditional format RTZ being
used.

Seabed area information
(WMS)

Geological Survey of Norway
(NGU)

Detailed marine
sedimentation overlay.

Table 5: Data products, responsible producers and comments.
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In addition to the listed data products used, analysis during the test preparation led to the
exclusion of other initially considered data products and information. Those products and the
reasoning behind excluding them, are listed in the table below.
Product

Responsible producer

Comment

S-411 Ice information
S-412 Marine Weather
Hazards
S-413 Marine Weather and
Waves Conditions
S-414 Marine Weather and
Waves Observations

The Norwegian
Meteorological Institute

Production of S-100 defined
meteorological products was
not feasible for this test.
Weather information was not
included in the test.

Waves

The Norwegian
Meteorological Institute

The designated test area was
deemed to have a location
not normally affected by
significant waves.

Wind/gust

The Norwegian
Meteorological Institute

Although an important factor
for large vessels windbreak,
not deemed necessary for the
vessel used in this test.

The designated test area was
deemed to have a location
not normally affected by
significant ice conditions.

Temperature

Not needed for this test's
UKCM calculations, due to
significant safety margins
defined.

Barometric Pressure

Not needed for this test's
UKCM calculations, due to
significant safety margins
defined.

Salinity

Not needed for this test's
UKCM calculations due to
approximately constant
conditions in the test area.
Table 6: Excluded products and information.
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Data Types Description
The S-100 derived products being produced in this test were produced in software applications
to various degrees of S-100 production capability. This is due to the fact that the S-100 product
specifications at the time of test still are at a maturity level meant for testing and test
implementation purposes. Below are more specific information on the production process for
each product type, production software used and specific parameter information.
S-101
Electronic Chart Centre converted data from S-57 and made them available through a WMS
service for visualization in the S-100 Demonstrator.
Production tool

ESRI S-101 Converter 1.0.0.20

Tool parameters

Feature Catalogue used: S-101FC_1.0.0_20190409.xml

Production process

The Norwegian ENCs in usage band 4 and 5 covering the
designated test area were downloaded from the PRIMAR
service and converted into S-101 datasets.
The S-101 datasets were then uploaded into PRIMAR QA test
environment and released there for use in a QA WMS service.

Datasets

NO4D2732 -----> 101NO004D2732
NO4E2733 -----> 101NO004E2733
NO5E2733 -----> 101NO005E2733
NO5F2732 -----> 101NO005F2732
Table 7: S-101 production specific information.

S-102
Norwegian Hydrographic Survey have created the test dataset 102NO00TJELDS02M.bag
covering the area of interest.
Production tool

CARIS Base Editor versjon: 5.4.8 (beta)

Production process

General production information:
https://s102.no/hydrographic-office/

Datasets

102NO00TSUND02M

Format

Bag

Resolution

2 x 2 metres

Modelling algorithm

Shoalest depth True Position

Coordinate system

Euref89/UTM zone 33N (EPSG:25833)

Vertical reference system

Sjokartnull/Mean Sea Level
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Note from producer

●
●

●
●
●

This S-102 dataset is intended for test purposes and
is not an official navigation product.
The dataset has been produced in accordance with
the IHO S-100 Standard, but S-102 is currently still
under development.
The dataset is intended for testing development and
demonstration purposes and is provided «as is».
The nautical chart (ENC/Paperchart) remains the
official navigation product.
For more information or feedback, please contact
post@kartverket.no

Table 8: S-102 production specific information.
The S-102 dataset has been produced from source material in a number of surveys.
Survey

Year

Resolution

hydrograf-6403

2004

2 meter

hydrograf-6303

2004

2 meter

nhs-2014-k-i2733-1

2014

2 meter

Sverdrup-2503

2003

2 meter*

Sverdrup-2503B

2003

2 meter*

Sjofalk-1106

2006

2 meter

Sjofalk-3308

2008

2 meter

*Due to survey time this survey is not prioritized during calculation of the bathymetry model.
However, some grid nodes may still be covered by this survey.
Table 9: Survey specific information.
S-111
Norwegian Hydrographic Survey have created several test datasets covering the area of interest
using forecasts from the Meteorological Institute (ROMS Norkyst800 his/ocean_his.fc.nc ).
Production tool

N/A

Tool parameters

No tool parameters, but several choices set for the S-111
production, like:
● typeOfCurrentData = 6 (Hydrodynamic model
forecast)
● sufaceCurrentDepths = -5 metres.
● dataCodingFormat (dcf) = 2 (Regularly gridded data at
one or more times).
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Production process

Download the latest forecast for the area of interest, convert
this to S-111 using python scripts.

Datasets

Several datasets were created.
Table 10: S-101 production specific information.

S-129
Format general description:
The Under-Keel Clearance Management concept takes into consideration many of the physical
factors affecting a vessel Under Keel Clearance (UKC). These factors can be bathymetry, wind,
currents, wave height, wave direction, tides and water levels, salinity, weather conditions etc.
By using calculations taking into consideration a vessel's construction and movement dynamics
(pitch, roll, yaw, heave, sway, surge) the potential deepest draught of a vessel is determined, also
based on the said physical conditions. Squat can also be part of the calculation.
The result is a product meant to be used as an overlay to ENC/S-102 in PPU/ECDIS. The overlay
product consists of areas (displaying non navigable areas/almost non navigable areas) and
Control Points (used during voyage to ensure a vessel passes the points position within a
determined timeslot).
Routes and route corridors are also part of the product. For the future S-421 will be used to
generate a vessel route through the UKCM area.
OMC International produced and provided several S-129 products throughout the test period.
Production tool

N/A

Tool parameters (if any)

N/A

Production process

For specific information on the production process at OMC
International:
https://s-100.no/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/R7124-Tjelds
undet-S100-testbed-UKC-modelling-public.pdf

Datasets

Several datasets were created.
Table 11: S-129 production specific information.
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Considerations
Several issues of interest have been considered during the development of the test. This section
outlines some of the considerations taken.
GSM Coverage
Stability in the GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication) signals are essential for the
delivery of data during the test. A coverage map indicates that the coverage should be
acceptable within the test area. As shown on the map illustration below from Telenor
(telenor.no/dekning/#dekningskart), the test area should have a 4G+ coverage. This should
ensure stable and efficient data transfer conditions.

Figure 8: GSM coverage in test area.
Seabed Analysis
An analysis of the seabed was conducted to identify potential loose, rapidly shifting seabed area
conditions. The seabed area in the Tjeldsundet test area consists mostly of sand, rocks and
pebbles. Geological Survey of Norway (NGU) has the following information available at their
web chart service http://geo.ngu.no/kart/marin_mobil/:
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Figure 9: Seabed area information.
The seabed types defined in the area are:
● Mud-containing sand.
● Gravelly sludge-containing sand.
● Gravelly sand.
● Sand, gravel, stone.
● Gravel and stone.
● Thin or incoherent sediment cover over rocks.
The following feedback from Andor Antonsen, Pilot Master in the county of Nordland,
underpinned a decision that no further analysis of the seabed is required:
"Large parts of Tjeldsundet were deepened some years ago and mountains were blasted away in
the area by Sandtorgholmen (where the channel is at its narrowest). It was blasted and deepened
to make the sailing width larger. Diver surveys after the dredging showed that there are visible
mountains on both sides of the channel.
In general, we can say that there is a hard bottom all over Tjeldsundet. Most likely it is the
moraines with a cover of sand and sludge in most places where there are no hard rocks. The
moraine masses that were removed during the last dredging were very consolidated. Most likely
they were deposited before and during the last ice age.
However, we believe that sand migration takes place in Tjeldsundet, but the supply of new sand /
loose material is limited. There are no riverbeds etc that can provide a supply of loose material
and deposits from the surrounding terrain are limited in a short perspective.
Tjeldsundet is in itself a threshold between Vågsfjorden and Vestfjorden so the supply of sand or
other deposits is probably very limited from these fjord systems. As I see it, it is most likely that
the current moves around on the same loose materials. There will probably be a certain migration
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of loose material from shallower areas towards deeper areas in Tjeldsundet, but these deep areas
are so deep that a certain accumulation will not have an effect on the sailing depth. It is unlikely
that loose material will accumulate in the shallow areas of the trail because the current is so
strong.
Current test area is as known in the northernmost part of Tjeldsundet. The depths in this area are
relatively good but the sailing route is narrow and there is a strong current. We do not know if
there is an accumulation of loose material in this area, but it is likely that the deep sections will
eventually become the shoaler. But as mentioned, it is so deep that it will not matter to the sailing
depth if there is a certain accumulation of loose material. The depths in the test area are in other
words so large that it is not considered to be a problem if there has been a certain accumulation.
It is nevertheless very important that vessels with a large draft follow the deepest part of the
sailing trail because the trail is narrow, and it quickly becomes shallow when entering the edge
zones of the sailing trail. Whether there has been an accumulation of loose material in the edge
zones, so that the sailing width has become smaller, we do not know all the time that no concrete
investigations have been made. However, it is mostly of academic interest because sailing should
not challenge these areas. The voyage must be carried out so that the deepest part of the sailing
route is used.
The reason for our recommended limit of 9 m draft is in a deepened area further south in
Tjeldsundet, more specifically the sailing channel south of Hårbergneset, ie in the area north of
Holsflua. In this area, the measured depths in the trail are from 10.1 to 10.3 m. According to
information from the regional office in Kabelvåg, the sediments in this area consist of moraines
with sand cover. So hard bottom. No depth measurements have been carried out in the area in
recent years, but so far, we have not received any indications that it has become shallower.
It would of course have been nice if you got more details about the seabed in the area and
completely new depth measurements, but I do not see that it should be necessary. When you plan
for a draft of 9 m, you will have a good safety margin".
Based on the feedback above, the following illustrations from Geological Survey of Norway
(NGU) and Norwegian Coastal Agency`s (NCA) web chart application Kystinfo
(https://a3.kystverket.no/kystinfo) supports the fact that sedimentation most probably happens
as described, with sedimentation in the deeper areas. The below illustration displays the
sedimentation areas within the test area in Tjeldsundet. They are located in areas of significant
depth and do not impact the planned test.
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Figure 10: Illustrates sedimentation in the deeper areas.
Meteorological Analysis
The typical weather conditions in the test area were discussed, and available products from the
Norwegian Meteorological Institute were identified. Due to time constraints in the S-100
Demonstrator development, and inability to get the weather information delivered in S-100
format, it was concluded that weather information would not be integrated into the S-100
Demonstrator for this test. For necessary weather analysis during the voyage planning and
voyage execution phases, other sources like Kystvær from NCA or Yr from NMI would be
accessed through other applications.
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Restrictions
As of today, in Norway (11th of January 2022), there are still restrictions with access for the
public, including the Norwegian Coastal Administration and ports, on detailed depth data.
This is despite the fact that in 2017 a new law was passed "Prop. 116L: Law on information
about specified areas, objects worthy of protection and bottom conditions” which was meant to
open up to use detailed depth data down to defined depths.
Downgrading/Open access to detailed depth data have not taken place as the necessary
regulations for administration and interpretation have not been completed. According to the
project experiences, new regulations are now up for consultation, but the details are not known.
This means that the current practice is as follows: From the territorial border and into the
Norwegian coast, depth data with a resolution denser than 50 meters between the points are
graded CONFIDENTIAL or higher according to the Security Act.
The S-100 Demonstrator project has
therefore sought, and been granted by the
Armed Forces, access to defined area and
associated high-resolution data in order to
be able to produce an S102 data set with a
resolution of 2x2 meters. This data set can
only be used in the context approved by the
Armed Forces and for a specified period of
time.
Letter of approval is available in Annex A.

Figure 11: Letter of approval.
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Test description

Figure 12: Tern Ocean.
Basic test execution description
This description shortly describes the capabilities in the S-100 Demonstrator and the structure
of how the test will be conducted for voyage planning and voyage execution.
Basis software
Basis software will be the S-100 Demonstrator with the following capabilities:
● used for planning purposes before the voyage.
● used for operational purposes during voyage.
● able to display the S-102 data model overlaid by S-57 ENC data and S-101 ENC data.
● able to adjust the S-102 data model dynamically based on water level information.
● able to display the S-102 data model overlaid by S-111 Surface Current data.
● able to support the S-129 datastream.
● able to display S-129.
● able to display the Water Level and S-111 information.
● able to display route information (RTZ).
Initial test preparation
The intent of the initial test preparation is to ensure that all the involved aspects are working
well prior to test execution. This generally includes:
● Product generation. Generation of all the data needed for test execution.
● Data flow structure. Demonstrate full data flow infrastructure between the participating
companies.
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●
●

S-100 Demonstrator developments. Includes development and testing of necessary
implementations.
Reference route access. Provide Tern Ocean with access to the PRIMAR reference route
service.

Test Execution
The test execution is divided into 3 phases.
1. Pre phase
2. Execution phase
3. Post phase
1 Pre phase
1. OMC International will produce an S-129 pre-plan 1-2 weeks (open for adjustments)
before the test execution phase starts. The plan contains a set of tidal windows
available for ship transfer.
a. Terntank/Tern Ocean, NCA and Pilots to have a look at the pre-plan (in the S-100
Demonstrator) to identify suitable time windows for testing.
2. OMC International will produce an S-129 actual-plan 1-2 days before the test execution
phase starts.The plan contains a set of tidal windows available for ship transfer.
a. Terntank, test vessel, NCA and Pilots to have a look at the pre-plan to confirm the
time window for test execution.
3. OMC International will produce an S-129 actual plan shortly before the test execution
phase starts.
a. Terntank, test vessel, NCA and Pilots to have a look at the actual plan to confirm
the time window for test execution.
4. Captain/mate, Pilots to use the S-100 Demonstrator for planning purposes.
5. Terntank/Tern Ocean to download the reference route from the PRIMAR Chart
Catalogue.
6. Captain/mate, Pilots, Kongsberg to use the referenced route (if appropriate) for planning
purposes.
2 Execution phase
1. Test vessel will make a voyage through the test area in Tjeldsundet.
2. Estimated time of passage through the identified test area: approximately 1 hour.
3. Test vessel will be manned with Captain/crew, Pilot (requires pilot service) and
designated test personnel.
4. Upon entry in the test area S-129 Actual plans and Actual updates will be provided
continuously within a few minutes interval.
5. Test personnel will display the S-129 data in S-100 Demonstrator.
6. During the voyage Pilot and test personnel will:
a. continuously be updating the S-100 Demonstrator software with the S-129
products and
b. display vessel model, route, S-57, S-101, S-102, S-111 when appropriate, and
c. by doing so provide a good overview of the situation at all times (contributing to
safety of navigation) during the voyage.
7. Captain/crew and Pilot will use the vessels installed ECDIS system and Pilots PPU as
basis for navigation.
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8. Captain/crew and Pilot will be able to use the S-100 Demonstrator during voyage as
support for navigation and situational awareness.
a. Main purpose is to test the S-129 overlay product - this includes both areas and
control points (time windows).
b. Also important to test the other products and look for value when using S-1xx
compatible products together in the end user system.
c. A small test to look at S-57 vs S-101 to identify potential differences will also be
conducted.
9. The vessel size may be challenging the navigational capacity of the test area.

3 Post phase
1. On site:
a. All Involved parties will be providing feedback related to their experience during
the test:
i.
Positive experiences
ii.
Negative experiences
iii.
Advantages/Disadvantages
iv.
Lessons learnt
2. Follow up:
a. Questionnaires will be provided to collect relevant feedback from all participants.
b. Test report creation and distribution to all participants for comments.
c. Project website updated with test report and outcome of testing.
Basis for test
Ship / Vessel

Tern Ocean IMO/mmsi: 9747986/219008000 – (Chemical/oil
products tanker).

Draught and keel
clearance

Actual draught: 9 metres.
AIS feed draught: 9.1 metres.
Draught test execution modelling: 9.5 metres.
Maximum Dynamic draught: 10.17 metres (draft 9.5m, squat ~0.47m,
heel ~0.2m)
(This occurred just prior to the Steinstigrunnen waypoint. This does
not include any safety margins. The UKC at that point was
approximately 2.9m, which was well above the 0.6m safety margin).
Minimum keel clearance (just prior to Stornesgrunnen):
UKC was about 2.38m

Route

From Brofjorden to Harstad.

Time

03.12.2021 – Voyage through Tjeldsundet approx. 09:30 -13: 30.
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Test main categories

A: Data product creation.
B: Data product infrastructure and distribution.
C: S-100 Demonstrator implementations.
D: Data product use.
E: Route Information.
Table 12: Basis test information.
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Detailed test layout
This section contains an overview of the specific tests conducted divided into 5 main
categories, covering the steps from data production to use of test data.
A: Data product creation
A1: S-101 production
A2: S-102 production
A3: S-111 production
A4: S-129 production
A5: S-129 hands-on validation
B: Data product infrastructure and distribution
B1: From data producer to PRIMAR
B2: From data producer to OMC International
B3: From data producer to Kongsberg S-100 Demonstrator
B4: From PRIMAR to OMC International
B5: From PRIMAR to Kongsberg S-100 Demonstrator
B6: From OMC International to Kongsberg S-100 Demonstrator
C: S-100 Demonstrator implementations
C1: S-101 WMS integration
C2: S-102 integration
C3: S-111 integration
C4: Water level integration
C5: Seabed area integration
C6: S-129 integration
D: Data product use
D1: Planning purpose S-129 (pre-plan week)
D2: Planning purpose S-129 (pre-plan day)
D3: Planning purpose Water Level information
D4: Planning purpose other products ( ENC, S-102, S-111, Water level and seabed
information)
D5: Operational purpose S-129
D6: Operational purpose Water Level information
D7: Operational purpose S-111
D8: Operational purpose products combination
D9: S-57 vs S-101 considerations
D10: SEAiq integration (S-102)
E: Route Information
E1: Route Info service
E2: Route Info use (operational software like ECDIS and PPU)
E3: Route Info use (S-100 Demonstrator)
E4: Route Info Communication
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A: Data product creation
A1: S-101 production
S-101 image

Figure 13: S-101 Illustration.
Description

The S-57 datasets in usage band 4 (NO4D2732, NO4E2733) and 5 (NO5E2733
NO5F2732) to be converted to S-101.

Test
parameters

A: Conversion of S-57 to S-101.
Purpose: Verify the conversion process.
B: Conversion log file examination.
Purpose: Reveal potential conversion challenges that may cause visible
differences between S-57 and S-101 when used in S-100 Demonstrator.

Responsible

Electronic Chart Centre

Test result

A: Dataset converted successfully, however several issues reported in the
conversion log (Full log available in Annex B):
● 4 of 4 files successfully converted
● 4 of 4 files contained warnings
● Entire conversion completed in 00:00:18
B: Dataset converted successfully. Overview of the different types of issues
that were reported during conversion:
(Explanation beneath each issue in Italic font)
● Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell
test/Operasjonell test dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
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●
●

●

●

●

●

●

dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b1
0c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO4D2732.018 (18 updates applied (meaning
S-57 base + 18 updates input are incorporated in S-101 output)).
Info: Feature CTRPNT dropped from S-101. (For S-101, it is
considered that control point information is not required for ENC).
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for
attribute CATCBL for feature CBLSUB (NO338724748602134) to
S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature CableSubmarine.
(CATCBL value 4 (telephone) will convert to the feature category of
cable value 8 (fibre optic cable). This conversion is not successful.
Info: Attribute VERCLR for feature BRIDGE dropped from S-101
feature SpanOpening. (VERCLR was converted to vertical clearance
value on the feature Span Fixed).
Info: Attribute EXPSOU for feature SOUNDG dropped from S-101
feature Sounding. (The S-57 attribute EXPSOU will not be converted.
It is considered that this attribute is not relevant for Sounding in
S-101).
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature PILPNT dropped from S-101
feature Pile. (There is no equivalent S-101 attribute for the S-57
attribute SORIND, as it is considered that this information is not
required for S-101 ENCs. During the automated conversion process,
SORIND will not be converted across to S-101).
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101
feature LightAllAround. (Except for reported dates, there is no
equivalent S-101 attribute for the S-57 attribute SORDAT, as it is
considered that this information is not required for S-101 ENCs).
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (lattice beacon) for
attribute BCNSHP for feature BCNISD (NO083940623605429) to
S-101 attribute beaconShape for feature BeaconIsolatedDanger.
(According to conversion guidance, value 4 converts to new value 11
for attribute nature of construction) This conversion is not
successful.
The unsuccessful conversion of lattice beacon in S-57 to nature of
construction = latticed in S-101 is visible when comparing the display
of latticed beacon in S-57 and the converted beacon missing latticed
in S-101:
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Figure 14: Latticed Beacon displayed in S-57.

Figure 15: Beacon displayed in S-101 in the S-100 Demonstrator.
●

●

Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 1 (permanent) for
attribute STATUS for feature LNDMRK (NO046289875905497) to
S-101 attribute status for feature Landmark. (In S-101 enumeration
code 1 is not an allowable value for the attribute status encoded on
Landmark).
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 3 (fishing prohibited)
for attribute RESTRN for feature RESARE (NO026781765605365) to
S-101 attribute restriction for feature RestrictedAreaNavigational. (In
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●

●

S-101 enumeration code 3 is not an allowable value for the attribute
restriction encoded on Restricted Area Navigational).
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 5 (trawling
prohibited) for attribute RESTRN for feature RESARE
(NO026781765605365) to S-101 attribute restriction for feature
RestrictedAreaNavigational. (In S-101 enumeration code 5 is not an
allowable value for the attribute restriction encoded on Restricted Area
Navigational).
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 12 (diving restricted)
for attribute RESTRN for feature RESARE (NO026781765605365) to
S-101 attribute restriction for feature RestrictedAreaNavigational. (In
S-101 enumeration code 12 is not an allowable value for the attribute
restriction encoded on Restricted Area Navigational).

Apart from above mentioned issues, there were other visual differences
observed between S-57 and S-101, like extended light sectors in S-101. These
differences relate to different display settings in the S-57 WMS and the S-101
WMS, and are not due to inconsistencies between the data models.
Conclusion

1. The datasets were converted successfully, meaning an equivalent
S-101 dataset was created for each of the S-57 datasets.
2. 2 unsuccessful conversion topics were revealed:
a. Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone)
for attribute CATCBL for feature CBLSUB
(NO338724748602134) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for
feature CableSubmarine. (According to conversion guidance,
CATCBL value 4 (telephone) will convert to the feature
category of cable value 8 (fibre optic cable). This conversion is
not successful.
b. Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (lattice
beacon) for attribute BCNSHP for feature BCNISD
(NO083940623605429) to S-101 attribute beaconShape for
feature BeaconIsolatedDanger. (According to conversion
guidance, value 4 converts to new value 11 for attribute nature
of construction) This conversion is not successful.
3. There was 1 significant instance of observed visual difference
between the S -57 and the S-101 products due to inconsistent
conversion of the attribute lattice on a feature of type beacon.

Outcome

●

Two erroneous conversion issues to be reported back to the
conversion tool manufacturer.

A2: S-102 production
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S-102
image

Figure 16: S-102 Illustration.
Description

An S-102 dataset covering the area of interest to be created.

Test
parameters

A: Production of S-102 dataset covering the test area.
Purpose: Capture information of the production process and verify the product.
B: Producer experiences and lessons learnt.
Purpose: Capture potential input to standard from a producer perspective, and
determine if participation in this test led to increased knowledge of the
product.

Responsible Norwegian Hydrographic Service
Test result

A: Dataset was produced according to standard (S-102 1.0.0 as requested for
this test). The S-102 datasets produced are still to be considered as testdata,
and the S-57 ENCs remain the official navigational source.
More specific information on the NHS`s test-production practice is available at
this location: https://s102.no/hydrographic-office/.
Input from producer on S-102 production process:
● Creating the S102 data is still partly a manual process, including data
extraction using internal software.
● For future operational production, the producer would like to achieve
more automated processes, excluding the cause of errors and cutting
production time.
● In some areas, the producer finds the product specification quite
mature, like the mutual understanding from a production perspective all
the way to the end-user.
● There are challenges with the uncertainty surface.
○ A clear understanding of the end-user need for uncertainty and
how it should be presented is missing.
○ Uncertainty based on Standard Deviation (Std_Dev) is not
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○
○
○

○

satisfactory. The producer delivers an uncertainty surface based
on the Std_Dev of all quality-approved data, but this only
describes the spread of data included in the respective cells, not
a cumulative quality of all stages in the process.
Producer has noticed there are grid cells generated with only
one sounding within its limits and the result is Std_Dev = 0.
The use of Total Propagated Uncertainty (TPU) is an option,
however not all surveys contain this information.
It is the organization that publishes the product that must decide
which and how quality is to be stated. To give a holistic
cumulative quality/uncertainty to the S102 dataset, more
development is needed. This applies to the standard in itself
(but also to software development and internal processes to
capture an overall uncertainty from the various sources from
collection, processing and on to modeling).
The time of collection is also a variable.

B: Input from producer on experiences and increased knowledge:
● Producer has discovered some issues that amplify the need to
establish more automated processes:
○ Identifying and including surveys that meet the sufficient
requirements towards data density and metadata.
○ Combining new surveys with historical data using uniform
conflict rules.
○ Improving the time of production.
● Producer has gained increased knowledge of the data product.
Product comparison in the S-100 Demonstrator revealed inconsistencies.
● During the production process a deviation was discovered when
comparing the S-102 model with the overlying S-57 dataset in the S-100
Demonstrator. The deviation discovered was situated in a critical
position in the middle of the sailing corridor.
The deviation discovery process:
● S-57 was chosen as an overlay on the S-102 bathymetry model.
● Visual comparison revealed a suspicious inconsistency in positioning
of an Underwater rock (UWTROC with a value of sounding = 9.5 m)
between the products.
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Figure 17: Visualization of suspicious deviation between S-57 and S-102.
●

Further investigation of the S-102 dataset in the software Caris Easy
View revealed a difference in positioning of approximately 17 metres.

Figure 18: The distance between the S-57 and S-102 positioning of the
Underwater rock.
●

●

●

Further investigation by the producer into the source material used for
the S-102 compilation revealed that a survey in the area was not
included.
The survey had been used as a source in the S-57 compilation, but
missed out in the S-102 compilation. This explains the differences
revealed.
Upon discovery a new S-102 dataset was produced, correcting this
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inconsistency between the products.

Figure 19: Visualization of S-57 overlaid the new S-102 dataset.
Conclusion

1. The S-102 dataset was successfully created.
2. The producer has identified a need for a more automated production
process.
3. There are challenges with the uncertainty surface related to production
methodology (Use of Std_Dev and TPU).
4. Description and understanding of end user need for uncertainty
information is not clearly incorporated in the standard.
5. Portrayal of uncertainty information is missing in the standard.
6. Production of test data sets have given the producer valuable
experiences for potential future S-102 production.
7. An identified need within the producing agency to capture overall
uncertainty (from survey to product) has been identified.
8. A need for establishing good procedures and quality routines in the
future was identified to avoid errors like the one discovered in this test.
9. The S-100 Demonstrator was successfully used for comparison
between the S-57 and S-102 products and revealed inconsistencies.

Outcome

●

The producer's observations on uncertainty, end user need description
and portrayal information to be reported back to the IHO S-102 Project
Team.

A3: S-111 production
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S-111 image

Figure 20: S-111 illustration.
Description

S-111 datasets covering the area of interest to be created.

Test
parameters

A: Production of S-111 according to standard.
Purpose: Verify product accordingly.
B: Production of S-111 according to national surface current up to dateness.
Purpose: Continuous production in accordance with updated information
availability.
C: Consider internal workflow for S-111 production.
Purpose: Gain experience for potential future S-111 production.

Responsible

Norwegian Hydrographic Service

Test result

A: Several datasets were produced according to standard (S-111 1.0.0).
Only test data sets with a regular grid (dcf = 2) were produced, as OMC
International did not support S-111 with other data coding formats. Therefore
the forecast data was interpolated from a non-regular grid (where data coding
3 could have been used,) to a regular grid.

Figure 21: The different data coding formats (dcf) available in S-111.
The forecasts created originally were for the next day forward. When a new
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S-111 file was uploaded, the forecast for the current day was lost, since the
last edition was overwritten. The test files were therefore changed to also
include the forecast for the current day, even though this data was from a
different model run and did not match the metadata fully.
Input from producer on the S-111 production process:
● There were no specific production tools available for the S-111 testdata
creation:
○ Generating metadata and converting forecast model data to
S-111 data on a regular grid was done by adapting code shared
by NOAA (adapted only for dcf = 2).
○ Formatting the S-111 data to hdf5 files according to the
standard was done using the S100py module
(https://github.com/noaa-ocs-s100/s100py) developed by
NOAA.
● The producer found it challenging that the forecast model output
covered the complete Norwegian coast. Code to download only a part
was shared by OMC International and used for Tjeldsundet. This did
require some non-generic fixes in the rest of the code that was done
particular for this area.
B: The producer succeeded in creating new updated datasets synchronized
according to the updated surface current model predictions. For specific
periods in the pre-testrun and test execution phases the producer was able to
deliver datasets on a daily basis.
C: The producer considered how the S-111 production gave them experience
and knowledge, and also identified some obstacles preventing them from
providing S-111 products on a regular basis at the present time.
Input from producer on experiences and increased knowledge:
● The test provided good insight in the technical challenges and steps
needed to set up a production of S-111.
● Being able to see the product in use together with other data sets did
increase the understanding of the product and how developers and end
users relate to it.
Input from producer on the S-111 Product Specification matureness:
● The producer thinks that the Product Specification is getting quite
mature, but there is a need for further testing and use in order to show
the potential of the product.
● There might be a limited understanding amongst the end users and
developers that the S-111 PS includes a variation of products and data
coding formats (See figure 21).
● Supporting more data coding formats (dcf) amongst the end users and
developers will most likely be necessary.
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Input from producer on obstacles preventing them from providing S-111
products regularly at the present time:
● The lack of a common understanding of what user needs and
requirements the S-111 product should cover:
○ Particular geographical regions?
○ What quality is needed for it to be “of some use” and to be
“useful supplement”?
● Are there available, operational models providing forecasts at this
quality in the region of interest?
● There are several technical obstacles to be handled due to the lack of a
standard production tool.
● In order to set up which products within the S-111 PS to provide, the
following must be considered:
○ End user needs and requirements must be addressed.
○ Verification and approval (determination of the national body
responsible for this) of forecast models as input for S-111
production is missing.
○ Determination of what to do if the end user needs are not met
by the operational models today.
Conclusion

1. The S-111 datasets were successfully created.
2. Only data encoded according to dataCodingFormat = 2
(Regularly-gridded data at one or more times) were produced.
3. Having a model creating output for the entire Norwegian coast was
challenging for the involved participants:
a. The national forecast model made it difficult to extract the area
of interest effectively.
b. Size of the output dataset would become large. This would
cause challenges through the whole process, from production
to producer, to 4G transmission to the vessel, to the processing
within the S-100 Demonstrator software and within the OMC
International model calculations that only needed the
Tjedsundet test area covered. (The choice of data coding
format and grid resolution also affect the size of the output
dataset).
4. Creation of new updated datasets synchronized according to the
updated surface current model predictions was successful.
5. Participation in the test gave the producer good insight in the technical
challenges and steps needed to set up a production of S-111.
6. Seeing the S-111 data together with other data types gave the producer
increased understanding of the S-111 product.
7. There may be limited understanding amongst end users and
developers of the different data coding formats (dcf) available in S-111.
8. There may be a need amongst S-111 implementers for supporting the
variety of data coding formats in S-111.
9. A better understanding of the end user needs and requirements for
S-111 should be provided. This includes an understanding of areas of
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interest and quality requirements.
10. A national verification and approval of model(s) for S-111 production is
missing.
Outcome

●

●

The following producer's observations will be reported back to the IHO
S-111 Project Team:
○ There may be limited understanding amongst end users and
developers of the different data coding formats available in
S-111.
○ A better understanding of the end user needs and requirements
for S-111 should be provided. This includes an understanding of
areas of interest and quality requirements.
A general approach to investigate national agencies responsibility for
the provision of S-100 products, including S-111, will be initiated.

A4: S-129 production
S-129 image

Figure 22: S-129 as presented in the IHO S-129 1.0.0 Product Specification.
Description

S-129 datasets covering the area of interest to be created.

Test
parameters

A: Use other S-1xx products as input for creation of S-129.
Purpose: Gain experience on new formats used as the basis for S-129
production.
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B: Production of S-129 as an overlay product according to standard.
B1: Creation of UnderKeelClearancePlan pre-plan.
B2: Creation of UnderKeelClearancePlan actual plan.
B3: Creation of UnderKeelClearanceNonNavigableArea.
B4: Creation of UnderKeelClearancAlmostNonNavigableArea.
B5: Creation of UnderKeelClearancControlPoint.
Purpose: Verify production of the different S-129 components.
C: Consider the accessibility of other S-1xx products that can be used in the
S-129 production.
Purpose: Gain experience on interfaces for accessing S-1xx data products for
potential future S-129 production.
D: Consider accessibility of products not in the S-1xx format that can be used
in the S-129 production.
Purpose: Gain experience on existing interfaces for accessing data products
for potential future S-129 production.
Responsible

OMC International

Test result

A: The S-100 based products S-102 and S-111 were used as input in the S-129
product generation:
● One challenge is the need to tweak the S-102 and S-111 data before
being used in the model, opposed to existing data structures.
● The S-111 data was more tricky to support. Predominantly because
producers' DUKC system only requires forecasts at specific points
along the route, whereas the S-111 data provided was gridded. Hence
interpolation was required.
● In relation to S-102, the usage of this to compute the total water
column (depth + tide) requires knowledge of the tidal reduction model
used to create the S-102. The tidal “zones” are not published with the
S-102 file itself and instead require interaction with the S-102 producer.
(Perhaps this is the function of S-104 (which was not available during
the testbed)) ?
○ The tidal zones are available in the existing API, but for now it is
unknown if S-104 would include such information.
B: Different components of S-129 were produced according to the standard.
Some components like preplans and portrayal according to the standard were
not tested.
● Challenges discovered :
○ No (long-term) tidal stream predictions exist for the testbed
area. This meant that preplans could not be created (unless
tidal streams were ignored).
○ The S-100 data XML based data structure is complex. For the
producer's proprietary data exchanges they tend to use more
lightweight / modern data structures, ranging from JSON to
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binary.
We have been able to test some aspects of the PS, but not all
(such as preplans and portrayal).
Product specification matureness:
○ The producer's perception is that the product specification is
relatively new and more testing with end users is needed.
○ The main advantage with S-129 is the global (public) standard
perspective and that every vendor can implement it.
Improvement suggestions:
○ The producer finds the data structure a bit convoluted.
Specifically, the usage of the first control point as a placeholder
for preplan tidal windows.
○ The S-129 PS cannot distinguish between areas that are not
assessed. It is not clear if S-129 producers should classify
not-assessed areas as “go” or “no go”. It would be prudent to
mark not-assessed areas as “no-go” though this would lead to
unnecessarily restricted sailing conditions. It is recommended
to include “not assessed” areas in the S-129 PS (Refer to figure
44 for further explanation).
○ Additionally, producers preference would be for the UKC
overlays to be generated onboard based on relatively
simple/lightweight UKC predictions along a route. The
ship-based system can then combine this with the available
S-102 data onboard and produce go/no-go areas.
Experiences and increased knowledge:
○ Producer had to update some of the production code in their
system. (Having said this, they already had S-129 production
code in place so relatively little effort was required to make the
necessary tweaks).
○ Producer will be providing S-129 data in the future, highlighting
that standards are the way to go when integrating products with
other vendors.
○ One of the biggest obstacles in uptake will be how end-users
can change the UKC plan within their software/ECDIS systems.
Most S-100 product specifications (including S-129) are output
or display formats. They get downloaded and then displayed.
S-129 however, typically requires interaction (such as changing
vessel speeds, ETAs, etc.). This is not managed in the S-129 PS
and each vendor will implement their own API or mechanism to
manage this.
○ Typically, today in existing DUKC service when it comes to
voyage planning:
■ A voyage scheduler could be a VTS operator, doing
planning directly in the DUKC system.
■ Some end users do the planning themselves.
■ Pilots also use the system to plan voyages, but this is
typically done by a duty Pilot.
○

●

●

●
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■

■

Doing the planning directly in the DUKC system during
the planning like NCA did in this test is not normally
done.
1-2 PPU systems today have minor integrations to the
DUKC system, resulting in limited capacities within the
PPU to make changes in the DUKC system.

B1: The UnderKeelClearancePlan pre-plan was not created, due to no
(long-term) tidal stream predictions existing for the testbed area.
B2: Several UnderKeelClearancePlan actual plans were produced according to
standard.
B3: Several plans containing UnderKeelClearanceNonNavigableAreas were
produced according to standard.
B4: Several plans containing UnderKeelClearancAlmostNonNavigableAreas
were produced according to standard.
B5: Several plans containing UnderKeelClearancControlPoints were produced
according to standard.
C: Accessibility of S-102 and S-111 data products used in the creation of S-129
was considered.
● Obtaining high resolution bathymetric data for Norwegian waters in
general was challenging, due to the long application process needed
for accessing restricted data.
● S-102 were made available through NHS`s online Nextcloud solution.
○ The producer had no problem accessing those data when
needed.
● S-111 were available through PRIMAR services using the PRIMAR
Remote Update Protocol.
○ The remote update interface worked well and was quick though
required some extra development effort to implement.
D: Accessibility of Water level data and the AIS feed used in the creation of
S-129 was considered.
● Water level data was made available through existing API solutions
delivered by the NHS.
○ This was excellent. Good API documentation exists online as
well as sample data query pages. No IT issues and simple to
implement.
● AIS feed from NCA was available through existing API solutions
delivered by the NCA.
○ This was great. Once the IT (security) issues were overcome,
the data feed has proven reliable and with low latency.
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Conclusion

1. The use of S-102 and S-111 as input data in the S-129 product
production was successful.
a. Tweaking of the datasets was necessary.
b. Missing tidal zones may be part of S104.
2. Due to the existing DUKC requirement for forecasts of specific points
along the route, perhaps the S-111 product should have been forecast
data for the points of interest instead of the regular grid solution used
(potentially avoiding two interpolations of the data).
3. Pre-plan was not produced due to lack of long term tidal stream
predictions.
4. All components of the S-129 product (except pre-plan) were
successfully created.
5. Producer finds the S-100 data XML structure to be complex.
6. It is recommended that the S-129 PS is updated to include the ability to
display “not assessed” areas.
7. More testing with end users is needed.
8. Producer preference would be to produce the S-129 overlay product on
board.
9. The ability to change plans directly in the end user system is currently
missing, but can be crucial for uptake of the product.
a. End user system interaction with the product is not
standardized. Each OEM may develop their own API or
mechanisms to interact.
10. Once implemented, there was no problem to access the S-111 data
through PRIMAR services.
11. Water level API and AIS API worked well.

Outcome

To be reported back to S-129 Project Team:
● Producer finds the S-100 data XML structure to be complex.
● Producer preference would be to produce the S-129 overlay product on
board.
● End user system interaction with the product is not standardized.
● It is recommended that the S-129 PS is updated to include the ability to
display “not assessed” areas.

A5: S-129 hands-on validation
Description

Validate S-129 pre-plan and actual plan product

Test
parameters

A: Hands-on validation of S-129 pre-plan against S-129 Product Specification.
Purpose: Validation to ensure quality and testing of S-129 Product
Specification.
B: Hands-on validation of S-129 actual plan against S-129 Product
Specification.
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Purpose: Validation to ensure quality and testing of S-129 Product
Specification.
Responsible

Electronic Chart Centre

Test result

A: The UnderKeelClearancePlan pre-plan was not created, due to no long-term
tidal stream predictions existing for the testbed area.
B: Hands-on validation of received dataset from OMC International.
Validated against S-129 1.0.0 (Issued 2019).
A comparison of chapter 7 (Application Schema, Feature Types, Complex
Attribute and Enumerations) against Annex A DCEG (Data Classification and
Encoding Guide) and actual dataset reveals several differences:
● UnderKeelClearancePlan (PS 7.2.1.1) SimpleAttribute shipID
○ Product Specification 7.2.1.1 have name of attribute: shipID
○ Dataset name of attribute: vesselID
○ DCEG name of attribute: vesselID
○ Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.1 to vesselID
● UnderKeelClearancePlan (PS 7.2.1.1) SimpleAttribute ukcPurpose
○ Product Specification 7.2.1.1 have name of attribute:
ukcPurpose
○ Dataset name of attribute: UnderKeelClearancePurposeType
○ DCEG name of attribute: UnderKeelClearance Purpose Type
○ Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.1 to UnderKeelClearancePurposeType
● UnderKeelClearancePlan (PS 7.2.1.1) SimpleAttribute
typeOfCalculation
○ Product Specification 7.2.1.1 have name of attribute:
typeOfCalculation
○ Dataset name of attribute: UnderKeelClearanceCalculationType
○ DCEG name of attribute:
UnderKeelClearanceCalculationRequested
○ Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.1 to
UnderKeelClearanceCalculationRequested
● UnderKeelClearancePlan (PS 7.2.1.1) SimpleAttribute
sourceRouteVersion
○ Product Specification 7.2.1.1 have dataType: Integer
○ Dataset use dataType: Text
○ DCEG state Type: Text
○ Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.1 Text
● PS 7.2.1.1 (UnderKeelClearancePlan) Multiplicity
○ Almost all multiplicities are different from DCEG:
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Figure 23: The differences in 7.2.1.1 compared to the DCEG (Name,
Multiplicity and dataType).
○ Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.1 accordingly.
●

PS 7.2.1.2 ((UnderKeelClearanceNonNavigableArea) Multiplicity
○ Simple attribute scaleMinimum multiplicity is different from
DCEG:
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Figure 24: The differences in 7.2.1.2 compared to the DCEG (Multiplicity).
○ Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.2 accordingly.
●

●

UnderKeelClearanceAlmostNonNavigableArea (PS 7.2.1.3)
SimpleAttribute distanceAboveUKCLimit_m
○ Product Specification 7.2.1.3 have name of attribute:
SimpleAttribute distanceAboveUKCLimit_m
○ DCEG name of attribute: Distance Above UKC Limit
○ Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.3 to Distance Above UKC Limit
PS 7.2.1.3 (UnderKeelClearanceAlmostNonNavigableArea) Multiplicity.
○ Simple attributes distanceAboveUKCLimit_m and
scaleMinimum multiplicity is different from DCEG:

Figure 25: The differences in 7.2.1.3 compared to the DCEG (Name and
Multiplicity).
○ Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.3 accordingly.
●

PS 7.2.1.4 (UnderKeelClearanceControlPoint).
○ The simple attribute distanceAboveUKCLimit_m is not defined
in DCEG for this Feature.
○ Proposal: Add attribute in DCEG or remove from 7.2.1.4.
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Figure 26: The simple attribute in 7.2.1.4 that is missing in DCEG.
●

Enumerations (PS 7.2.4) underKeelClearanceCalculationType
○ Product Specification 7.2.4 have name of attribute:
underKeelClearanceCalculationType
○ Dataset name of attribute: UnderKeelClearanceCalculationType
○ DCEG name of attribute:
UnderKeelClearanceCalculationRequested
○ Proposal: Change name in DCEG.

Figure 27: Type is missing from the enumeration Name in DCEG.
●

Application Schema (PS 7.2)
○ Proposed changes to the application schema in accordance
with above proposals:
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Figure 28: The proposed changes to the Application Schema.
○
Proposal: Changes to application schema.
●

●

●

●

Conclusion

UnderKeelClearanceControlPoint (PS 7.2.1.4)
○ In the dataset Type is added in class name in accordance with
Annex B B.2.1: UnderKeelClearanceControlPointType.
○ Mismatch between Annex B naming and Application
Schema/DCEG naming.
UnderKeelClearanceNonNavigabelArea (PS 7.2.1.2)
○ Type added in class name in accordance with Annex B B.2.7:
UnderKeelClearanceNonNavigableAreaType.
○ Mismatch between Annex B naming and Application
Schema/DCEG naming.
Dataset Name:
2021_10_11_18_56_10.S129_OMC_UNCHANGED.gml
○ Inconsistency: Dataset name not in accordance with Dataset
file naming convention (PS 18.2.3).
Main schema S129.xsd (Annex B B.1.1 and all following instances)
○ Product Specification error: Namespace
xmlns="http://www.iho.int/S124/gml/cs0/0.1" S124 should be
changed to S129.

1. Several issues were detected during validation. Most issues relate to
differences between chapter 7 and DCEG:
a. Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.1 to vesselID.
b. Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.1 to UnderKeelClearancePurposeType.
c. Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.1 to
UnderKeelClearanceCalculationRequested.
d. Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.1 Text.
e. Proposal: adjust multiplicity in 7.2.1.1 accordingly.
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f.
g.
h.
i.

Proposal: adjust multiplicity in 7.2.1.2 accordingly.
Proposal: adjust 7.2.1.3 to Distance Above UKC Limit.
Proposal: adjust name and multiplicity in 7.2.1.2 accordingly.
Proposal: Add attribute distanceAboveUKCLimit_m in DCEG or
remove from 7.2.1.4.
j. Proposal: Change name of underKeelClearanceCalculationType
in DCEG.
k. Proposal: Changes to application schema.
2. Some issues discovered relate to ambiguities in Annex B:
a. UnderKeelClearanceControlPoint: Mismatch between Annex B
naming and Application Schema/DCEG naming.
b. UnderKeelClearanceNonNavigableArea: Mismatch between
Annex B naming and Application Schema/DCEG naming.
c. Product Specification error: Namespace
xmlns="http://www.iho.int/S124/gml/cs0/0.1" S124 should be
changed to S129.
3. One inconsistency between the validated dataset and the product
specification:
a. Inconsistency: Dataset name not in accordance with Dataset
file naming convention (PS 18.2.3).
Outcome

●
●

The above mentioned issues (Point 1 and 2) to be reported back to
S-129 Project Team.
The above mentioned issue (Point 3) to be reported back to OMC
International.
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B: Data product infrastructure and distribution
The data flow infrastructure in this entire test scenario involves several participants.
● NHS produces S-57, S-101 (converted by ECC in this test), S-102, S-111 and Water Level
data.
● The S-57 and S-101 data are available in PRIMAR WMS services. The S-100
Demonstrator uses those services to display those data.
● The S-102 data are available on a Nextcloud solution. This is an open source file sync
and share software, where the files can be downloaded from. The S-102 data are loaded
into the S-100 Demonstrator using file upload.
● The Water Level data (in traditional format) are available through an API solution from
NHS. The S-100 Demonstrator connects to this API to display those data.
● OMC International needs the S-102 and Water Level data for S-129 generation, and
retrieves the S-102 data from Nextcloud and the Water Level data from the API solution.
● The S-111 data are uploaded by the NHS to PRIMAR. The S-100 Demonstrator uses the
PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol to access those files and display them. (The protocol
requires support for the S-100 Data Protection Scheme).
● OMC International needs the S-111 data for S-129 generation, and also uses the PRIMAR
Remote Update Protocol to access those files.
● S-129 files are available through an API solution from OMC International. The S-100
Demonstrator connects to this API to display those data.

Figure 29: The dataflow infrastructure.
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B1: From data producer to PRIMAR
Description

Data from producer to be delivered to PRIMAR.

Test
parameters

A: Delivery of S-102.
Purpose: Verify existing delivery mechanism (Nextcloud).
B: Delivery of S-111.
Purpose: Verify data upload to PRIMAR VPN. Consider stability of interphase
and automated validation.

Responsible

Norwegian Hydrographic Service
Electronic Chart Centre

Test result

A: S-102 data were made available on the producers Nextcloud solution.
B: During the test preparation period and the test execution phase 21 S-111
datasets covering the test area were uploaded and released in PRIMAR VPN.

Figure 30: S-111 data available in PRIMAR VPN.
No issues were reported on stability of interphase or the automated validation
checking.
The delivery of S-111 data was set up as a manual operation, where the
producer accessed, uploaded and released the S-111 datasets in the PRIMAR
VPN service. The producer commented back on this and confirmed the need
for automated processes especially for dynamic data delivery:
● The interface seems to be built around static data where a new edition
overwrites the old one, and where the products do not come as new
editions that often, so that a manual operation can be used.
● It does not at this point support that dynamic data such as S-111 is
valid for a given period of time, or that there is a difference between an
updated forecast for the same time period and the next forecast with a
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●

new time interval.
As an operational product with a new release every day and an update
every evening, the delivery cannot be a manual operation.

Conclusion

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

S-102 Nextcloud delivery was successful.
S-111 PRIMAR VPN delivery was successful.
PRIMAR VPN stability was ok.
PRIMAR VPN automated upload checks were verified ok.
Automated processes for data delivery and release is a must for
dynamic data such as S-111.

Outcome

No actions need to be taken.

B2: From data producer to OMC International
Description

Data from producer to be delivered to OMC International.

Test
parameters

A: Delivery of Water Level data.
Purpose: Verify existing delivery mechanism (API).

Responsible

Norwegian Hydrographic Service
OMC International

Test result

A: The delivery mechanism was excellent. Good API documentation exists
online as well as sample data query pages. No IT issues were reported during
implementation, and it was simple to implement.

Conclusion

1. The API interface for water level data was excellent.

Outcome

No actions need to be taken.

B3: From data producer to Kongsberg S-100 Demonstrator
Description

Data from producer to be delivered to Kongsberg.

Test
parameters

A: Delivery of Water Level data.
Purpose: Verify existing delivery mechanism (API).

Responsible

Norwegian Hydrographic Service
Kongsberg

Test result

A: The API interface for Water Level data was working excellent.

Conclusion

1. The API interface for water level data worked well.
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Outcome

No actions need to be taken.

B4: From PRIMAR to OMC International
Description

Data from PRIMAR to be accessible for OMC International.

Test
parameters

A: Delivery of S-111.
Purpose: Verify PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol (accessibility, stability and
functionality). Test of S-100 Part 15.

Responsible

Electronic Chart Centre
OMC International

Test result

A: OMC International implemented support for the PRIMAR Remote Update
Protocol. To support the protocol they also had to approach IHO and apply for
the S-100 Data Server Certificate and the S-100 manufacturer keys to
implement support for the S-100 Part 15 data protection scheme.

Figure 31: The IHO website on the Data Protection Scheme.
https://iho.int/en/enc-data-protection
Input from OMC on PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol:
● It would be great if it were possible to query the remote update
protocol and determine if a new S-111 file is published. (Whilst it
appears to be possible to query for new editions of the S-111 file, it
does not seem to be possible to determine if there is an interim
update). Producer suspects that the afternoon tidal stream forecast
does not generate a new edition number.
● The S-111 file name contains a timestamp (e.g.
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●

111NORW_20211203T12Z_FCSUB_DCF2.h5), but the filename in the
permit.xml file does not include the timestamp.
Erroneous url addresses were discovered in the PRIMAR Remote
Update documentation.

Input from OMC on S-100 Part 15 data protection:
● The implementation of the S-100 Part 15 scheme took longer than
expected, mainly because of the lack of clear test data.
○ The producer highlighted the need for encrypted test data on
S-102 and S-111.
○ In lack of test data the producer had to manually encode the
necessary implementation.
● Implementing S-100 decryption/encryption mechanisms. The amount
of work involved in getting S-111 decryption to work was more than
anticipated.
● In hindsight, it was not required to get S-100 manufacturer keys for the
testbed itself as the S-111 were encrypted using the sample
manufacturer key.
● The producer thought the IHO request interface was a bit old
fashioned, involving original signed documents that had to be delivered
by traditional postal or other shipping service. This adds time to the
application process.
Conclusion

1. The Remote Update Protocol works well.
2. The issue on interim updates does not make sense, all new S-111 files
released in PRIMAR VPN trigger a new edition. The only possible
explanation would be that the file in question (the afternoon tidal
stream forecast) was not released when OMC International tried to
retrieve it.
3. Removal of the timestamp in the dataset name in the PRIMAR system
causes confusion.
a. Timestamp removal is mirrored in permit.xml file, and causes
an ambiguity between the real dataset name when downloaded
(containing timestamp) and the permit.xml (not containing
timestamp).
4. Sufficient encrypted test data is not available at IHO.
5. The IHO application interface is outdated.

Outcome

●
●
●
●

PRIMAR to review current implementation of S-111 editioning and
removal of timestamp from dataset name.
PRIMAR to update url addresses in PRIMAR Remote Update
documentation.
Report to the IHO the observed lack of necessary encrypted testdata
supporting the S-100 Part 15 Protection Scheme.
Report to the IHO a suggestion to renew their application interface,
proposing to use online solutions like digital signing of documents.
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B5: From PRIMAR to Kongsberg S-100 Demonstrator
Description

Data from PRIMAR to be accessible for Kongsberg.

Test
parameters

A: Delivery of S-57 WMS.
Purpose: Verify existing WMS service.
B: Delivery of S-101 WMS.
Purpose: Verify new trial WMS service.
C: Delivery of S-102.
Purpose: Verify existing delivery mechanism (ftp/VPN) or verify PRIMAR
Remote Update Protocol.
D: Delivery of S-111
Purpose: Verify PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol. Test of S-100 Part 15.

Responsible

Electronic Chart Centre
Kongsberg

Test result

A: PRIMAR S-57 WMS service works well.
B: PRIMAR trial S-101 WMS service tested ok.
C: S-102 was made available from the producers Nextcloud solution, excluding
the use of and testing of the PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol.
D: The S-100 Demonstrator was further developed to support the PRIMAR
Remote Update Protocol. Kongsberg Digital had to approach IHO and apply for
the S-100 manufacturer keys to implement support for the S-100 Part 15 data
protection scheme.
Similar to OMC International, Kongsberg Digital also found the IHO request
interface to be a bit old fashioned, involving original signed documents that
had to be delivered by traditional postal or other shipping service. This adds
time to the application process.
Kongsberg Digital found the Remote Update Protocol to be sufficient for their
needs.
● The protocol was only used to download S-111 data for the test area,
from a list that only included the data of interest. It was not used
enough to point at any weaknesses.

Conclusion

1. The IHO application interface is outdated.

Outcome

●

Report to the IHO a suggestion to renew their application interface,
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proposing to use online solutions like digital signing of documents.

B6: From OMC to Kongsberg S-100 Demonstrator
Description

Data from OMC International to be accessible for Kongsberg.

Test
parameters

A: Delivery of S-129
Purpose: Verify new delivery mechanism.

Responsible

OMC International
Kongsberg

Test result

A: OMC provided a secure API from which Kongsberg was able to retrieve
S-129 data in real-time.
● The API requires regular polling to determine if new S-129 data is
available. This might be improved through a subscription model.
The OMC API is a standard REST API with a fairly self-explanatory swagger
page documentation. The only real issue Kongsberg had with the API was
understanding that toTime is relative to fromTime.
● The documentation has been updated with this information now (or
potentially it was overlooked initially).

Conclusion

Outcome

1. The API from OMC International worked well.
2. Regular polling requirements may be avoided if a future subscription
model is provided.
No actions need to be taken.

C: S-100 Demonstrator implementations
C1: S-101 WMS integration
Description

Connect to S-101 WMS

Test
parameters

A: Connect to S-101 WMS
Purpose: Verify url connection
B: Display S-101 as an overlay product.
Purpose: Visualization of S-101 and compare against S-57.

Responsible

Kongsberg
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Test result

A: Connection to PRIMAR trial S-101 WMS service tested ok.
B: Upon implementing support for the PRIMAR S-101 WMS service the S-101
could be displayed as an overlay on the bathymetry model in the S-100
Demonstrator.

Figure 32: S-101 as an overlay on the bathymetry model.
An issue from the implementation was the lack of data at different zoom
levels:
● Due to the lack of available S-101 ENCs in all usage bands covering
the test area, challenges related to zoom-logic in the S-100
Demonstrator appeared. This led to different ENCs from different
usage bands being displayed when switching between S-57 and S-101
at equal zoom-level in the S-100 Demonstrator.
Conclusion

1. S-100 Demonstrator zoom-logic implies that ENCs in all usage bands
are present.

Outcome

●
●

For future S-100 Demonstrator use of S-101: Have all usage bands of
S-101 ENCs available.
Report back to Kongsberg Digital a potential need for changing the
zoom-logic in the S-100 Demonstrator, to cater for areas where ENCs
in all usage bands do not exist.

C2: S-102 integration
Description

Support PRIMAR/ECC S-102 server connection. Implement support for
download of S-102 data.

Test

A: Connect to PRIMAR S-102 service.
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parameters

Purpose: verify PRIMAR Remote Update protocol and download of data. Test
of S-100 Part 15.

Responsible

Kongsberg

Test result

A: Support for S-102 delivery through the PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol
was not implemented.
(The S-100 Demonstrator (and the S-102 reader (GDAL)) only supports S-102 in
bag format, and not in the HDF5 format).

Conclusion

N/A

Outcome

N/A

C3: S-111 integration
Description

Support PRIMAR/ECC S-111 server connection. Implement support for
download and display of S-111 data.

Test
parameters

A: Connect to PRIMAR S-111 service.
Purpose: verify PRIMAR Remote Update protocol and download of data. Test
of S-100 Part 15.
B: Display S-111 as an overlay product according to S-111 Portrayal rules.
Purpose: Test of S-111 visualization. Is the presentation of the data sufficient
for mariners' needs?

Responsible

Kongsberg

Test result

A: Kongsberg Digital successfully connected to the PRIMAR S-111 service
using the PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol. This also included successful
implementation of the S-100 Part 15 data protection scheme.
B: S-111 portrayal was successfully implemented in the S-100 Demonstrator. It
was implemented as an overlay product.
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Figure 33: S-111 as an overlay on the bathymetry model.
One topic related to the display of time dimension was discussed.
● Could it be possible to display the S-111 data in combination with
anticipated vessel presence forward in time?
● This is done in the S-129 data showing how the conditions will be
ahead in the voyage based on what time the vessel is anticipated to be
located along the planned route.
● In contradiction to this, the S-111 data when displayed for a specific
time, only shows the condition for the whole area at the chosen time.
● This is an interesting idea that could be investigated further by OEM
system developers.
If such a solution was implemented, that could cause conflicting arrows
(opposite directions) due to changes forward in time. Would this be confusing
for the mariner?

Figure 34: An example of how conflicting arrows (both directions) may be a
display result.
Conclusion

1.
2.
3.
4.

Retrieving S-111 data from PRIMAR service was successful.
Supporting the PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol was successful.
Supporting S-100 Part 15 was successful.
S-111 portrayal implementation was successful.
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5. The idea of implementing support for the “time dimension” when
portraying S-111 in the end user system should be further investigated.
Outcome

●
●

The “forward in time” display of S-111 data will be reported to
Kongsberg Digital.
The “forward in time” display of S-111 data may be raised as a
discussion topic for the IHO S-111 Project Team.

C4: Water level WMS integration
Description

Implement support for dynamic water level adjustment of the bathymetry
model.

Test
parameters

A: Connect to water level service from the NHS.
Purpose: verify connection.
B: Adjust high resolution bathymetry model according to water level input.
Purpose: Test of dynamic water level adjustment on bathymetry model.
Demonstrate how added flexibility automatically adjusts the data model.

Responsible

Kongsberg

Test result

A: Connection to NHS Water Level API was implemented, tested and verified
prior to this operational test. The implementation was proven to still be
successful.
B: Additional functionality to automatically update the bathymetry model was
implemented. The new auto-update adjusts the bathymetry model according
to the current predicted water level within a 10 minutes interval.
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Figure 35: Illustration of the auto-update integration in S-100 Demonstrator.
In the figure above it is illustrated how the activation of auto-update adjusts
the bathymetry model according to present time predicted water level (0.68
meters).
Conclusion
Outcome

1. Connection to water level API works well.
2. Implementation of water level auto-update verified and works well.
No actions need to be taken.

C5: Seabed area integration
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Seabed area
image

Figure 36: Illustration of the auto-update integration in S-100 Demonstrator.
Description

Connect to Geological Survey of Norway's Seabed area WMS.

Test
parameters

A: Connect to Seabed area WMS
Purpose: Verify WMS service.
B: Display Seabed area as an overlay product.
Purpose: For end user survey of seabed composition in area of voyage.

Responsible

Kongsberg

Test result

A: Connection to the Seabed area WMS delivered by the Geological Survey of
Norway was successfully implemented.
B: The seabed area information was displayed as an overlay on the bathymetry
model, making assessment of the seabed composition available for the end
user.
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Figure 37: Seabed area composition as an overlay on the bathymetry model.
Conclusion

Outcome

1. Connection to seabed area WMS was implemented successfully.
2. Display of seabed area as an overlay on the bathymetry model worked
well.
No actions need to be taken.

C6: S-129 integration
Description

Establish support for S-129 download and display.

Test
parameters

A: Connect to OMC International server for data harvesting.
Purpose: Verify connection.
B: Display S-129 area information as an overlay product.
Purpose: Visualize non navigable area/almost non navigable area as overlay
information on the S-102 model.
C: Display S-129 route and point information as an overlay product.
Purpose: Visualize route and control points as overlay information on the S-102
model.
D: Access individual control points to display “time window” embedded in the
point.
Purpose: Visualise the time windows on each control point.
E: Support automated update of S-129 plans.
Purpose: Automatically download and access updated S-129 plans.
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F: Turn route and control point information on/off.
Purpose: Remove information to avoid cluttered display.
Responsible

Kongsberg

Test result

A: Connection to OMC International server for access to and download of
S-129 plans was successfully implemented.

Figure 38: Interface for accessing S-129 products directly from OMC
International server in the marked area on the right side.
B: Display of S-129 non navigable area (red) and almost non navigable area
(yellow) as an overlay product on the bathymetry model was implemented
successfully.
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Figure 39: S-129 non navigable area (red) and almost non navigable area
(yellow) as an overlay on the bathymetry model.
C: Display of S-129 route and control point information as an overlay product
on the bathymetry model was implemented successfully.

Figure 40: S-129 route and control point information as an overlay on the
bathymetry model. Note the route corridor being part of the product.
D: Functionality to access the individual control points information was added.
In addition to the time range information the expected passing time and
expected speed is available.

Figure 41: S-129 control points information available in the marked area on the
right side.
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E: An interface for automatic access to and download of updated S-129 plans
was implemented.

Figure 42: Ability to automatically access S-129 updated plans available in the
marked area on the top right side.
F: Functionality to turn on/off route and control points information was
implemented.

Figure 43: Ability to turn on/off information to avoid clutter is available in the
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marked area on the right side.
During test execution some issues related to the S-129 implementation in the
S-100 Demonstrator were noted:
● Action: Download latest plans from server - choose available plans for
area - access the downloaded plan (which is an updated plan) - Show
S-129.
a. When doing this the display is not instantly updated with the
latest chosen plan. The old plan is still displayed. Two ways
were discovered to overcome this:
■ Click on “Hide S-129” and “Show S-129” a couple of
times.
■ Click “Enable live updates” and wait for the chart to
reload.
● Action: First connect to the pilot plug - choose remote update and show
S-111 - then choose “Dynamic Under Keel Clearance” in the drop down
menu.
a. When doing this the “Dynamic Under Keel Clearance” interface
was empty when choosing it.
b. The solution was to restart the S-100 Demonstrator and load
S-129 before connecting the pilot plug.
● Action: Pan around in the application over time, zooming in/out and
accessing various information randomly.
a. When doing this there was a noticeable degradation in the
speed of updating the display over time. Experienced more
lagging/chopped movements when moving around in the
display. After a while (30-40 minutes) the application became
almost unusable due to the severe slowness in display update.
b. This was noticeable on at least two of the computers running
S-100 Demonstrator during voyage.
■ One explanation may be that both computers were
screen recording.
Some issues from the S-129 implementation was noted:
● For the areas covered by the S-129 dataset where there is no
bathymetry data available (not assessed), there should be an
opportunity to distinguish those from the other content. There really
should be a way of marking an area as “not computed or not assessed”
in the standard so we don’t have to rely on hacks to distinguish
between these categories.
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Figure 44: Not assessed area (purple arrow) where no bathymetry data is
available.
●

The interface from OMC International was well documented, but the
actual S-129 data received was not quite according to standard as OMC
is waiting for the standard to stabilize before they finish it.

Conclusion

1. Interface for accessing OMC International server implemented
successfully.
2. Display of non navigable area and almost non navigable area
implemented successfully.
3. Display of route and control points information implemented
successfully.
4. Access to time ranges embedded in the control points implemented
successfully.
5. Automated access to updated S-129 plans implemented successfully.
6. Ability to turn on/off control point information implemented
successfully.
7. There seems to be some delay in updating the display when
downloading and accessing the latest plan from the server.
8. There seems to be an expectation in the application to load S-129 plan
before connecting to the pilot plug.
9. The display update speed due to moving around in the application
decreases over time.
10. Encoding of “not assessed” areas should be added in the S-129 Product
Specification.

Outcome

●

●

Report back to Kongsberg Digital the issues related to delay of S-129
plan display, pilot plug connection sequence and display update speed
decrease.
Report to IHO S129 Project Team the proposal to add encoding of “not
assessed” areas in the Product Specification.
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General note on S-100 Demonstrator observations.
During the test execution several improvement suggestions were made by the Kongsberg Digital
representative:
● To save application capacity, perhaps stopping the 3D rendering of the land areas could
be an idea.
● The application is becoming large and supports a variety of functionality. One idea to
make future development more manageable is to split it into two separate applications,
one for planning purposes (e.g. web based) and one for operational purposes.
● Support for night display settings providing the end user with a colour presentation of
the information that does not disturb their night vision.
● Possible automation of information display.
● Screen savers may override the application during an operation, this must be bypassed
to avoid unfortunate situations at critical stages of the operation.
Outcome

Add this input in feedback to Kongsberg Digital.

D: Data product use
D1: Planning purpose S-129 (pre-plan)
Description

A test of how the S-129 product can be used during the planning process
before the voyage.

Test
parameters

A: 1-2 weeks before voyage: access, load and display S-129 information in the
S-100 Demonstrator.
Purpose: To see if the S-129 product is easily available.
B: Display S-129 area information as an overlay product in the Demonstrator.
Purpose: Consider added value in the planning process from the area overlay
go/no go information.
C: Display S-129 point information as an overlay product in the S-100
Demonstrator.
Purpose: Consider added value in the planning process from the control point
overlay information.
D: Time ahead perspective.
Purpose: Consider especially value in the early planning process.

Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)
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Test result

A pre-plan was not made due to lack of long term tidal stream predictions.

Conclusion

N/A

Outcome

N/A

D2: Planning purpose S-129 (actual plan)
Description

A test of how the S-129 product can be used during the planning process
before the voyage.

Test
parameters

A: 1-2 days before voyage: access, load and display S-129 information in the
S-100 Demonstrator.
Purpose: To see if the S-129 product is easily available.
B: Display S-129 area information as an overlay product in the S-100
Demonstrator.
Purpose: Consider added value in the planning process from the area overlays
non navigable areas and almost non navigable areas.
C: Display S-129 point information (Control Points) as an overlay product in the
S-100 Demonstrator.
Purpose: Consider added value in the planning process from the control point
overlay information, with regards to open time slots available for voyage.
D: Time ahead perspective.
Purpose: Consider especially value in the late planning process.

Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)

Test result

A: Several S-129 plans were made in the days before the voyage. The plans
were successfully downloaded to the S-100 Demonstrator using the download
interface connecting to the OMC International server.
B: Upon downloading and accessing new plans, the non navigable areas and
almost non navigable areas are successfully displayed as an overlay product in
the S-100 Demonstrator. Several considerations for this informations value in
the planning process were made:
● When the plan is made for an exact ETA entering the test area, it
provides valuable information for perception and understanding of
available navigable space in the sailing corridor and nearby areas.
● The provision of updated plans in the days before voyage helps in the
planning process, when making considerations for safe passage
through the test area.
● The inbuilt time factor in the S-129 product, where the displayed
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information gives the end user a visual presentation of the conditions
ahead in time based on the expected presence of vessel along the
route, is very helpful. In comparison to traditional navigation this is an
absolute added value in the planning process.

Figure 45: The displayed S-129 data shows the conditions ahead in time based
on the expected presence of the vessel along the route.
●

For planning purposes S-129 also has potential for improvement:
○ It only gives you the situation at a predefined time for voyage
execution.
○ From a Pilot end user perspective, there should have been more
flexibility within the product, giving him the ability in the S-100
Demonstrator to scroll forward/backward in time to consider
the best time for voyage execution.
○ A proposed solution is a closer integration between the S-100
Demonstrator application and the OMC International model
calculations. E.g., being able to adjust parameters in the S-100
Demonstrator and automatically get recalculations of the S-129
product (adjusted plans) through the enable live update
functionality.
○ For planning purposes the best proposed solution would be to
get access to a period of data. E.g., when considering time for
entering the area, S-129 could be delivered within the timeframe
3 hours before estimated time of entrance to 6 hours after
estimated time of entrance. (Dataset size would increase a lot if
this is to be implemented. One solution could be to get access
to a range of individual plans for a determined time period).

C: Upon downloading and accessing new plans, the control points are
successfully displayed together with the other S-129 information as an overlay
product in the S-100 Demonstrator. Some considerations for this informations
value in the planning process were made:
● When control points contain time range start and time range end
information, this is helpful for knowing your slot time at a control point.
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●

●

This is helpful for timely considerations in the planning process.
When control points do not contain time range start and time range end
information, this means you don't have a slot time as there will always
be enough water beneath the vessel. This is also valuable information.
The Pilot found good use of control points in the planning process,
where they would display the time range available for passing the
points:
○ In the below example, when checking for sailing at 04.30 am, it
is not possible to go through the test area due to this being
outside the time range encoded in the control point.

Figure 46: The control point time range indicated insufficient UKC at 04.30 am.
D: The access to updated plans before the undertaking of the voyage through
the test area proved to be valuable. The Pilot and test crew would board Tern
Ocean in Lødingen from the Pilot vessel, and the originally expected ETA
Lødingen was at 03.30 am on the 3rd of December. This was at a time where
the water level was low, causing several shallow areas in the sailing corridor.
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Figure 47: Several non navigable areas and almost non navigable areas are
displayed in the sailing corridor (blue arrows).
After assessing the S-129 plan for 03.30 am voyage the following message
was received from the Pilot:
● After review, it turns out that ship must be postponed. This occurs
when using the S-100 Demonstrator.
As the events turned out, a fortunate delay occurred to Tern Ocean, and the
vessel arrived at Lødingen pilot pick up location at 09.30 am after adjusting
expected ETA accordingly. According to the adjusted S-129 plans for 09.30 am
the previously reported critical areas in the sailing corridor were no longer an
issue, due to high water level conditions at that point in time.
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Figure 48: The non navigable areas and almost non navigable areas are no
longer displayed in the sailing corridor.
The difference in water level between the 03.30 ETA and the 09.30 ETA was
quite significant. In the early morning ETA (03.30 am) predicted entry into the
test area would be 04.30 am, with a forecasted water level at 51 cm. For the
later ETA (09.30 am) with predicted entry into the test area at 10.30 am, the
water level forecast was 292 cm. The difference in water level between these
two ETAs was 241 cm, ensuring 2,41 metres more water available below the
keel at the time the test execution was conducted.
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Figure 48a: The difference in water level predictions between the two ETAs was
(292-51=) 241 cm.
Conclusion

1. Accessing and displaying S-129 in the S-100 Demonstrator was
successful.
2. Non navigable areas and almost non navigable areas are successfully
displayed as an overlay product in the S-100 Demonstrator.
3. S-129 provides added value in the planning process:
a. It helps with the perception and understanding of available
navigable space.
b. It helps when considering safe passage.
c. The inbuilt time factor (displaying conditions ahead in time) is
especially useful for understanding conditions along the route
at the time the end user is expected to be there.
4. Some improvement suggestions to S-129 were identified:
a. More flexibility, having the opportunity to move back/forward in
time during planning of the voyage.
b. A proposed solution could be to get access to a period of data
(like from 3 hours before til 6 hours passed the preferred time of
voyage start).
c. Ability to create a product stretching over a given period of time.
5. Several improvement suggestions to S-100 Demonstrator were
identified:
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a. A need for closer integration between the S-100 Demonstrator
application and the OMC International S-129 product generation
was identified. The following ideas were proposed:
i.
Adjust parameters in the application, and automatically
transfer of new parameters to OMC International for new
product generation.
ii.
Access to OMC International parameter interface
directly from the application.
iii.
Option to download datasets stretching over a period of
time.
6. Control points are successfully displayed as an overlay product in the
S-100 Demonstrator.
7. Time ranges embedded in the control points give useful information to
the planning process.
8. Plan updating prior to voyage execution is useful, and may help the end
user to adjust preferred time of voyage execution.
Outcome

To be reported back to S-129 Project Team:
● The observations done on S-129 as a valuable source of information in
the planning process.
● The suggested improvements to enhance usability for planning
purposes.
To be reported back to OMC International:
● The suggested integration proposals between the S-100 Demonstrator
application and OMC International system.
● The identified need for a time period product.
To be reported back to Kongsberg Digital:
● The suggested integration proposals between the S-100 Demonstrator
application and OMC International system.

D3: Planning purpose Water Level information
Description

A test of how the Water Level information can be used during the planning
process before the voyage.

Test
parameters

A: 1-2 days before voyage: access, load and integrate Water Level information
in the S-100 Demonstrator.
Purpose: To see if the Water Level information product is easily available.
B: Use the S-100 Demonstrator controls to display the Water Level information
dynamically (e.g model adjusted according to a set time).
Purpose: Consider added value in the planning process from the Water Level
information model adjustment.
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Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)

Test result

A: The water level information was accessed in the S-100 Demonstrator by
activating the Graph button. When accessing this information an at any time
an updated graph is being displayed. The updated water level information was
easily accessible.
B: It is important to note, as water level information is part of the S-129
calculations, that this water level interface is not meant to be used together
with the S-129 product, meaning this test tried to investigate if the water level
interface itself could add value to the planning process.
By using the slide bar it was possible to choose any time within the coming 5
day period, and the model was adjusted vertically accordingly. It was also
possible to activate auto update, adjusting the model automatically to present
time. It was proven that this may be useful during planning, in collaboration
with the Safe/Unsafe coloring mode, using a depth where squat and UKC
safety margin is added to actual vessel draft.

Figure 49: The S-100 Demonstrator Water Level interface and the various
interaction options.
The water level expert from NHS also provided valuable feedback on the water
level integration in the S-100 Demonstrator:
● The current water level implementation adjusts the seafloor vertically
based on the water level input (E.g. if the water level information
predicts a 3 metre tide, the seafloor is moved vertically down 3 metres
to indicate there is this much more water available below a vessel,
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compared to the reference level). This contradicts the idea of having
coherent data models between land and sea. In reality, it is the vessel's
distance from the seafloor that changes with the water level, and not
the seafloor in relation to land.

Figure 50: The picture illustrates a vertical adjustment of the bathymetry model
based on Water Level input (left picture) compared to no adjustment (right
picture).
●
●

●
●

●

There is a mix of the terms tide and water level.
When accessing the graph, the position it relates to is not available.
The assumption is that it is in the middle of the screen, but it would be
helpful if the position was shown as it is when selecting a position in
the map.
There is no information on the reference level.
In the red warning box, informing of changed S-102 elevation, it is
referred to as the tide value. It is not clear whether this is related to the
forecasted water level or the computed water level. Prioritized order as
suggested in the S-104 product specification, could with advantage
have been used.
The entire model is adjusted according to one value, and this may not
necessarily be the real truth, as there may be variations in water level
within the displayed area. This proves the need for gridded water level
data like S-104 that could have been used to display such differences.

Conclusion

1. The water level information is easily available in the S-100
Demonstrator.
2. The different functionality, like graph display, model adjustment, slide
bar, auto update and select position in map works well.
3. The water level interface can, as a standalone interface not using
S-129, be valuable for planning purposes when combined with
Safe/Unsafe coloring mode, using a depth adjusted for squat and UKC
safety margin.
4. There are several improvements possible to improve existing
implementations.

Outcome

The improvement suggestions to the water level information integration
will be reported back to Kongsberg Digital.
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D4: Planning purpose other products (ENC, S-102, S-111 and seabed information)
Description

A test of how the other products can be used during the planning process
before the voyage.

Test
parameters

A: Access, load and display the other information in the S-100 Demonstrator.
Purpose: To see if the other products are easily available.
B: Display ENC, S-111, water level and seabed information as overlay products
to the S-102 high resolution bathymetry model in the S-100 Demonstrator.
Purpose: Consider added value in the planning process from the added
information.

Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)

Test result

A: The ENC on S-57 and S-101 format, and the S-102, S-111 and sebaed
information was loaded and displayed successfully, proven to be easily
available.

Figure 51: S-57 displayed in the S-100 Demonstrator as an overlay on the
bathymetry model.
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Figure 52: S-101 displayed in the S-100 Demonstrator as an overlay on the
bathymetry model.

Figure 53: S-102 displayed in the S-100 Demonstrator.
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Figure 54: S-111 (arrows) displayed in the S-100 Demonstrator.

Figure 55: Seabed area information displayed in the S-100 Demonstrator as an
overlay on the bathymetry model.
B: The different products were loaded in the S-100 Demonstrator to assess
potential value in the planning process. The Pilot found the information to be
valuable during the planning process:
● It gives great value to the planning process, since we are able to to
check everything, like ukc, tide and current for the upcoming voyage.
We can better plan when to go through an area with limited depth.
● The information available in the S-100 Demonstrator would be
especially valuable for those sailing in unfamiliar waters, where the
depths are limited and conditions may be challenging.
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●

●

●

●
Conclusion

Outcome

For planning purposes, the products available in the S-100
Demonstrator would be of good use when familiarizing with the
circumstances and conditions in the area of planned voyage.
The Pilot also thinks the S-100 Demonstrator could be a valuable tool
for information sharing between Pilot and vessel Captain:
○ This could be a good thing. If the Pilot makes a plan for the
voyage, and then is able to show the Captain how the sailing will
be done, this may improve the cooperation between the Pilot
and the Captain.
With regards to the Pilots responsibility, the S-100 Demonstrator and
the products available added additional value:
○ “The S-100 Demonstrator gives all the information I need in one
place, so it gives added value to assist me in my area of
responsibility”.
From the Pilots point of view it is during the planning phase that the
products available in S-100 Demonstrator give the most value.

1. The ENC on S-57 and S-101 format, and the S-102, S-111 and sebaed
information were easily available in the S-100 Demonstrator.
2. The different information proved to be valuable during the planning
process.
3. S-100 Demonstrator and the products available could be valuable for
information sharing between Captain and Pilot.
4. S-100 Demonstrator and the products available adds additional value to
assist the Pilots in their area of responsibility.
5. It is during the planning phase that the products available in S-100
Demonstrator give the most value.
No actions need to be taken.

D5: Operational purpose S-129
Description

A test of how the S-129 product can be used during the voyage.

Test
parameters

A: During voyage: access, load and display S-129 information in the S-100
Demonstrator.
Purpose: To see if the S-129 product is easily available.
B: Display S-129 area information as an overlay product in the S-100
Demonstrator.
Purpose: Consider added value during operational voyage from the area
overlay go/no go information.
C: Display S-129 point information (Control Points) as an overlay product in
the S-100 Demonstrator.
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Purpose: Consider added value during operational voyage from the control
point overlay information.
D: Update frequency
Purpose: Consider the update frequency of the S-129 product (suitable/to
short/to long).
E: Situational awareness consideration.
Purpose: Consider especially if the S-129 information gives added value to the
situational awareness for the operator(s).
Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)

Test result

A: After boarding of the test vessel and setup of the S-100 Demonstrator
application, S-129 plans were accessed, loaded and displayed successfully
before entering the designated test area. The connection to the OMC
International server through the S-100 Demonstrator application worked
flawlessly all the way through the test area. New plans were automatically
downloaded with 1 minutes intervals throughout the voyage.

Figure 56: The Pilot Karl Helge Haagensen in preparation. S-129 has been
accessed and displays successfully in the S-100 Demonstrator on the computer
to the left. In total the S-100 Demonstrator application was running on 4
different computers during the voyage execution.
B: The S-129 plans containing the UnderKeelClearanceNonNavigableArea and
the UnderKeelClearanceAlmostNonNavigableArea area information were
displayed during the operational voyage.
● Having access to this information was helpful during voyage when
used as a support system during navigation.
● From the Pilot point of view S-129 was most useful during the planning
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●

●

●

process.
The Pilots work process consists of thorough preparations during the
planning process taking all known aspects into consideration. During
voyage execution things are more or less 100% clear, and access to
S-129 is primarily used for monitoring the voyage.
There were no situations occurring during the voyage where S-129 was
used to make navigational decisions, except from following the route
and the route corridor available in the product.
The onboard ECDIS and radar systems were still the main systems
used for navigation during this voyage.

C: The S-129 plans containing the Control Points were displayed during the
operational voyage.
● Apart from noting the change in the control points expected passing
time as the S-129 plans were updated, they did not contribute
significantly to the voyage execution process.

Figure 57: Change in ETA at Stornesgrunnen Control Point. 10.45 am (left
picture) and after the new S-129 plan is loaded in the S-100 Demonstrator ETA
is adjusted to 10.46 am (right picture).
Another issue related to the display of S-129 in the S-100 Demonstrator was
discovered during the voyage:
● When receiving the S-129 updates during the voyage through the test
area, the areas more than 100 meters behind the vessel are not
normally part of the S-129 updated plans. This reduces the amount of
data being transferred throughout the voyage. It is also done due to the
fact that the data behind you would contain a false indication.
● A glitch in this “cutting” of the datasets was discovered, where in some
instances only a part of the dataset behind the vessel was omitted
during data transfer.
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Figure 58: Examples of glitch (blue thin arrows) in cutting of data behind the
vessel.
D: The S-129 plans were updated with 1 minute intervals. The updates were
automatically downloaded and displayed.
● Having the online connectivity facilitating the data stream providing
updated plans every minute certainly adds value during the voyage.
● A less dense frequency (e.g every 2nd minute) may also have worked
well, but if there would be too long time between the updates (e.g
every 5th minute) that could be unfortunate for the availability to an
updated situational understanding of the existing conditions.
● A more dense frequency (e.g every 30 seconds) was probably not
needed for this test.
● The frequency of 1 minute intervals seemed to be suitable for this test.
E: Some considerations on situational awareness were noted:
● According to the Pilot, one clear advantage when using the S-100
Demonstrator is the added awareness to the no go areas in S-129, as
they are displayed so clearly in the application.
○ The S-100 Demonstrator and the S-129 product can give
increased situational awareness since it so clearly marks the
area where you are not supposed to be.
● Another major advantage with S-129 is the product's ability to show
you the situation forward in time - what are the conditions surrounding
your vessel when you arrive there. (This is in contrast to e.g. the
surface current implementation, where you only see conditions at a
given time. When looking ahead where you will be in x minutes, you
can only see how the conditions are at your chosen point in time).
○ The “forward in time” mechanism inbuilt in the S-129 product is
probably very good for situational awareness and mental
preparations for the situation ahead of you.
Conclusion

1. The S-129 products were easily available during the voyage.
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2. The connection to the OMC International server worked flawlessly.
3. Access to the S-129 information was helpful when using the S-100
Demonstrator as a support system during navigation, but it is
important to highlight that the on board navigation system was the
official main source used during the voyage.
4. The Pilot thinks that S-129 is most useful in the planning process.
5. The exclusion of S-129 information in the updated plans of the areas
behind the vessel when sailing through the test area did not work well,
as inconsistencies of the cutting of these data were discovered.
6. 1 minute intervals for updating the S-129 plans seemed to be
appropriate for this test.
7. Having the online connectivity facilitating the data stream providing
updated plans every minute adds value during the voyage.
8. Especially the display of no go areas in the S-129 products raises the
navigator's awareness towards them.
9. The inbuilt “forward in time” mechanism in S-129 probably adds value
to the navigator's situational awareness and mental preparations for
the situation ahead.
Outcome

●

●

The glitch discovered with the cutting of the S-129 data behind the
vessel when sailing through the test area will be reported back to OMC
International.
The Pilot point of view, where he finds S-129 to be most useful during
the planning process, is an important issue to highlight.

D6: Operational purpose Water Level information
Description

A test of how the Water Level information can be used during the voyage.

Test
parameters

A: During voyage: access, load and integrate Water Level information in the
S-100 Demonstrator.
Purpose: To see if the Water Level information product is easily available.
B: Use the S-100 Demonstrator controls to display the Water Level information
dynamically (e.g model adjusted according to a set time).
Purpose: Consider added value in the operational voyage from the Water Level
information model adjustment.

Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)

Test result

A: The water level information interface was not accessed during the voyage.
B: The water level information interface for live update was not accessed
during the voyage.
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Conclusion

N/A

Outcome

N/A

D7: Operational purpose S-111
Description

A test of how the S-111 product can be used during the voyage.

Test
parameters

A: During voyage: access, load and display S-111 information in the S-100
Demonstrator.
Purpose: To see if the S-111 product is easily available.
B: Display S-111 information as an overlay product in the S-100 Demonstrator.
Purpose: Consider added value during operational voyage when accessing and
displaying S-111 information.

Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)

Test result

A: The S-111 products were easily available through the remote update
integration in S-100 Demonstrator. During the test period new products were
made available on a daily basis.
B: During the voyage several considerations were made regarding the S-111
product:
● The Navigation Officer and the First Mate found the surface current to
be of especial interest to the passage through Tjeldsundet.
○ Having the ability to display current information in areas with
strong surface current conditions was helpful.
○ They found it especially helpful when being displayed with other
navigational significant information as it is done in the S-100
Demonstrator.
● The Pilot thought it was nice to have access to the information, and as
a professional having fundamental knowledge of the conditions in the
test area it was interesting to see the correlation between the predicted
data and the actual circumstances when passing through the test area.
○ There was an observed deviation from predicted current
direction to real current direction. This was probably due to the
surface current model granularity, having a too low resolution to
catch smaller fluctuations in the real current conditions.
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Figure 59: When comparing the actual current direction in the position of a
navigational aid (picture, purple circle and arrow) against the predicted S-111
data direction (blue arrow) a small deviation between the two was revealed.
○

If in the future we can get access to current information e.g. 3
to 5 days in advance of the voyage, that would be great during
the planning process.

Some specific input regarding the current visualisation was noted from the
Pilot:
● Current speed grouping. The current speed scale according to the
S-111 product specification seemed to be illogical for the Pilot.

Figure 60: The current speed scale as defined in the S-111 product
specification.

●

Having short intervals for slow currents and larger intervals for fast
currents was counterwise to what he deemed to be helpful. It would be
more advantageous having shorter intervals for the strong current
conditions, due to the navigational conditions being more and more
critical with increase of the current speed. Having a larger granularity
on the high current speed end of the scale would be more helpful for
monitoring the situation and making the correct decisions during
voyage in demanding areas.
Clutter and concealed information. The pilot observed that the surface
current arrows sometimes could hide important information. The
displayed arrows visualizing the surface current sometimes overlap
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and hide important and navigational significant information. Also, the
display of all the arrows could sometimes be perceived as cluttering
the display.

Figure 61: The surface current arrow is overlapping and hiding navigational
significant information.
●

As a solution functionality was added in the S-100 Demonstrator to
manually adjust the size of the arrows.

Figure 62: The surface current arrow has been downsized in the S-100
Demonstrator to avoid clutter.
●

Changes in arrow size. In the display of surface current the direction of
the arrows are indicating the current direction, and the colour of the
arrows are indicating the current speed. This was easily understood by
the Pilot, but the changes in the arrow size embedded within the S-111
data were not understood. As the following figure shows, there is a
change in the size of the arrows from the time 20.00 to 21.00. What
information this is supposed to represent is not clear to the end user.
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Figure 63: The changes in arrow size at different times is not understood by the
end user.
An improvement to the S-100 Demonstrator was suggested:
● The S-111 data could be displayed as a buffer zone surrounding the
vessel instead of having all the information available, to avoid clutter
● Also the situation behind the vessel is no longer interesting once
passed. Perhaps a solution could be to include a sideway/forward
display buffer (including removing passed information) as a choice the
mariner can actively do when displaying the data.
Conclusion

1. The S-111 products were easily available in the S-100 Demonstrator
during voyage execution.
2. The Pilot, First Mate and the Navigation Officer found the product to be
useful.
3. A deviation between the predicted current direction in the S-111 data
and the real current direction was observed. The difference could be
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4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
Outcome

explained either by the resolution of the S-111 data or by the resolution
or quality of the forecast model.
The current speed scale division did not make sense for the end user.
The display of the S-111 arrows as overlay information concealed
navigational significant information.
Display of the S-111 arrows could be perceived as cluttering the
display.
A suggested sideway/forward display buffering (including removing
passed information) of the S-111 data in the S-100 Demonstrator was
suggested.
The meaning of changes in the arrow's size at different times was not
understood by the end user.

The following will be reported to the IHO S-111 Project Team:
● The deviation between predicted and actual current direction shows the
importance of understanding end user needs and expectations when
creating an S-111 product.
● The Pilots opinion on the current speed scale division.
● The Pilots opinion on the cluttering and concealment of important
information.
● The Pilots opinion on the changes in the arrow's size at different times.
The following will be reported to the IHO S-98 Project Team:
● This test is a real use case example illustrating the potential cluttering
and concealment of important information when overlying S-111 data
on top of ENC and 102 data.
The following will be reported to the Kongsberg Digital:
● The proposed sideway/forward display buffering (including removing
passed information) of the S-111 data in the S-100 Demonstrator.

D8: Operational purpose products combination
Description

A test of how the combination of products can give added value during the
voyage.

Test
parameters

A: Situational awareness consideration.
Purpose: Consider especially if the combination of products ( ENC, S-102,
S-111, S-129, Water level and seabed information) available in the S-100
Demonstrator gives added value to the situational awareness for the
operator(s).
B: Safety of navigation consideration.
Purpose: Consider especially if the combination of products ( ENC, S-102,
S-111, S-129, Water level and seabed information) available in the S-100
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Demonstrator gives added value to the safety of navigation.
Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)

Test result

A: Having access to all the relevant information in one end user system is a
large benefit according to the Pilot, opposed to finding information from
different sources on different applications.
● This may prove beneficial to situational awareness when eliminating
the need for interaction with multiple devices, freeing time that can be
used to survey the surroundings (e.g. visually) and get updated on
situational positioning of the vessel in relation to the surroundings.
● Displaying relevant information together in one display frame also
leads to unnecessary mental capacity being used merging information
from different applications together in the mariner's mind. This could
mean the mariner needs less time to assess the information and obtain
good situational awareness.
● Having access to a 3D view like in the S-100 Demonstrator may be
more easy for the younger generation of mariners according to the
vessel Captain:
○ The Captain states that a 2D view of the data is incorporated
into his situational awareness process - due to a long career
giving him experience on reading situations using 2D source
like paper charts and ENCs on ECDIS.
○ The Captain believes younger crew/future Captains may be
more responsive for a 3D presentation, due to their
familiarisation with virtual gaming etc. from a young age.
● The Navigation Officer commented that having all the data available as
in the S-100 Demonstrator could cause challenges to situational
awareness due to too much information being available, making it
difficult to notice everything. This underlines the importance of:
○ Sufficient interoperability rules defining how the different
product types are displayed in a secure manner is important.
○ The end user system applications must contain interfaces
ensuring that interoperability works and provides clear display
of the combined information available.
○ Good training on the end user application functionality and
interfaces must be very important to avoid such information
overflow scenarios.
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Figure 64: ENC, S-111 and S-129 with areas, route and route corridor as an
overlay on the bathymetry model. Too much information available may be a
challenge.
B: This is very much related to test A, as increased situational awareness
probably influences the safety of navigation.
● According to the Pilots view where S-100 Demonstrator and the
products available there are of great benefit during the planning
process, this implies that the voyage preparation may be better (e.g
finding the optimal time for passage through a challenging area) and
as such contribute to the navigational safety.
● All the products in the S-100 Demonstrator, and especially S-102,
provides information that if used correctly can contribute to
navigational safety.
● Having access to the products together in one end user system opens
for new opportunities of interaction and presentation of the data that
may add additional value to navigational safety, by increasing the end
user understanding of the data content. Examples of this are:
○ Using ENC information as an overlay on the bathymetry model,
creating a 3 dimensional view where the end user easily
understands the shape of the seafloor.
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Figure 65: ENC as an overlay on the bathymetry model.
○

Using seabed area information as an overlay on the bathymetry
model, instantly giving the end user an understanding of the
seafloor geology. This can for example be used to assess the
probability of sedimentation, or help identify good anchorage
areas.

Figure 66: Seabed area as an overlay on the bathymetry model.
○

Using the water level information to adjust the bathymetry
model accordingly. This will then represent the actual depth
conditions at a given time, and can be incorporated to display
safe/unsafe areas taking the water level information into
consideration in the calculations and display of these areas.
This is a major improvement compared to traditional static
presentation of safe/unsafe areas in ECDIS.
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Figure 67: The top picture displays no go area (red) with 8 meter UKC. The
bottom picture displays the same scenario where the bathymetry model is
adjusted for a 3 meter increased Water Level.
○

Using the S-111 surface current information as an overlay on
the ENC and bathymetry model. This presents the mariner with
an understanding of how the current situation is along the
route, and also with possible fluctuations in the current
conditions.
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Figure 68: S-111 Surface current and ENC as an overlay on the bathymetry
model.
○

Using S-129 as an overlay on the bathymetry model together
with the ENC overlay. This presents the mariner with an
understanding of the UKC conditions in relation to the seabed
structure and ENC content.

Figure 68a: S-129 and ENC as an overlay on the bathymetry model.
●

The Navigation Officer commented on the up to dateness of the
products. “As the surface current, S-129 UKC and water level products
are all updated on a regular basis, these are quite valuable both in the
planning and operational phases”.

A concern towards over reliance on digital information was uttered by the
Captain:
● A general concern on network/communication stability and the
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●

●

vulnerability of such information structure was expressed.
For mariner understanding of distances in the chart display the Captain
thought this to be more difficult in a 3D view where you may rotate the
view to all angels. This may make it more difficult to instantly have a
correct perception of the distances between objects (e.g. vessel danger) in the chart display.
The Captain also thought it may work better with these additional data
layers for planning purposes than for operational purposes, but also
stated that:
○ “In general, the more relevant information that is available, the
better it is for decision making during voyage planning and
voyage monitoring”.

To conclude the Captain's input, if too much reliance or trust in the digital
information leads to wrong conclusions and in turn to bad decisions being
made, this can influence navigational safety negatively.
Conclusion

1. Having access to all the relevant information in one end user system
may contribute to increased situational awareness due to:
a. Freeing time when avoiding multiple application input.
b. Avoiding mental capacity being used to merge information from
multiple applications leading to less time used to assess the
situation.
2. The younger generation of mariners may be more adaptive to
information as it is being presented in the S-100 Demonstrator (3D
interface).
3. Information overload is a challenge for the end user, making it
important to have sufficient product interoperability rules implemented,
and user friendly interfaces in the end user application. The need for
system specific training is crucial.
4. Better preparations in the planning process due to the new products
and how they are presented could increase navigational safety.
5. All the products by themselves contain valuable information
contributing to navigational safety when assessed and used in the
decision making process. This is true both for planning and voyage
execution purposes.
6. Having access to the products together in one end user system opens
for new opportunities of interaction and presentation of the data that
may add additional value to navigational safety, by increasing the end
user outcome of the data content.
7. In a 3D display the mariner perception of distances between objects
may be more challenging (when rotating the view at different angles).
8. Online network communication to receive updated information does
have a vulnerability for breaking down.
9. Over reliance on digital information presented (e.g in ECDIS or the
S-100 Demonstrator) on screen displays is a known challenge and
must not be forgotten.
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Outcome

●

●

The advantages with displaying and using compatible data products
together in an end user application will be presented as an important
outcome of this test.
Likewise, the importance of interoperability integration and training
needed on the end user applications is very important to convey, to
avoid information overflow scenarios.

D9: S-57 vs S-101 considerations
Description

A test of how the future S-101 ENC product may differ from existing S-57
product when displayed during voyage.

Test
parameters

A: Switch between S-57 and S-101 as overlay information to the S-102 high
resolution bathymetry model in the S-100 Demonstrator.
Purpose: To see if any information is displayed (and thereby perceived)
differently between the two ENC formats.

Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)

Test result

A: Due to issues related to extended light sectors in the S-101 WMS
implementation creating clutter in the display, and zoom level implications
causing S-101 datasets converted from ENC usage band 4 to be displayed at
zoom levels for S-57 ENC usage band 5, a comparison between S-57 and
S-101 during voyage was inconclusive.

Conclusion

N/A

Outcome

N/A

D10: SEAiq integration (S-102)
Description

Establish support on Pilots SEAiq PPU by connecting to the PRIMAR QA
system using the PRIMAR Update protocol.

Test
parameters

A: SEAiq supports the PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol and gets access to
S-102 data from the PRIMAR QA system.
Purpose: Verify PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol (accessibility, stability and
functionality). Test of S-100 Part 15.
B: Pilots use SEAiq as a support system and compare against the S-100
Demonstrator.
Purpose: If possible, consider any advantages/disadvantages between the two
systems (for S-102 use only).
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Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Electronic Chart Centre

Test result

A: The connection to PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol in SEAiq worked well.
B: S-102 worked very well in SEAiq.
● The application provided a good picture of the S-102 data.
● The Pilot did not know if the display was according to standard.
● The ability to adjust the picture was also good in SEAiq.
● Pilot quote: “So in the end, I will say I like the new S-102 in SEAiq very
well”.
S-111 did not work in SEAiq:
● The S-111 was not shown in SEAiq.
● The reason for this may be that a solution for S-111 in the application
is not yet fully implemented.
● Having had S-111 data displayed in addition to the other information,
would probably have provided a good interface for monitoring the
voyage.

Conclusion
Outcome

1. S-102 worked well in the application.
2. S-111 did not work in the application.
No actions need to be taken.
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E: Route Information
E1: Route Info service
Route info
image

Figure 69: PRIMAR RTZ coverage in the Tjeldsundet area.
Service
description

PRIMAR delivers electronic charts from around the world. Today, PRIMAR
delivers Norwegian ENCs to more than 5000 national and international vessels.
By including Norwegian sailing routes in PRIMAR's portfolio, the product has
been made available to even more mariners. Mariners anywhere in the world
can now easily get access to digital sailing routes to Norwegian ports.
The PRIMAR Chart Catalogue is the frontend system for purchasing the
PRIMAR products. The newly added introduction of Norwegian reference
routes, provided by the Norwegian Coastal Agency, offers the opportunity for
an end user to get access to routes ahead of voyage.

Description

A test of how the reference routes can be accessed and purchased in the
PRIMAR Chart Catalogue.
A test of how the reference routes can (if appropriate) be used by
Captain/mate and/or Pilot.

Test
parameters

A: Terntank to access the PRIMAR Chart Catalogue and purchase one of the
reference routes through Tjeldsundet.
Purpose: Verify access and purchase.

Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
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Terntank (Captain/mate)
Electronic Chart Centre
Test result

Conclusion

Outcome

A: The Navigation Officer succeeded in accessing and purchasing a number of
the reference routes for Tjeldsundet using the PRIMAR Chart Catalogue RTZ
service. The Navigation Officer was very pleased to find the process to be
simple, effective and user friendly.
● Navigation Officer quote: “The solution is quite convenient because
routes are already available, all we have to do is download them from
PRIMAR and load them into ECDIS”.
1. The test was successful.
2. The existing solution was deemed to be very simple, effective and user
friendly.
The successful result will be reported to the Norwegian Coastal
Administration.

E2: Route Info use (operational software like ECDIS and PPU)
Description

A test of how the reference routes can (if appropriate) be used by
Captain/mate and/or Pilot.

Test
parameters

A: If appropriate, Terntank to use the route for voyage planning purposes.
Purpose: Demonstrate use of referenced route.
B: If appropriate, Terntank to use the route when approaching the test area.
Purpose: Demonstrate use of referenced route.
C: If appropriate, Pilot to use route when sailing through test area.
Purpose: Demonstrate use of referenced route.

Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)

Test result

A: Terntank used the route in the voyage planning process.
● The Navigation Officer used the route
NCA_Bodo_Harstad_Tjeldsundet_20211110 for planning purposes.
● The availability of the route proved to be effectively helpful during the
planning preparations.
● Compared to traditional route planning, the access to a reference route
saved the Navigation Officer time when planning the voyage.
● The Navigation Officer considered the reference route to be a great
improvement to the planning of the voyage.
On request from the Norwegian Coastal Administration, the Navigation Officer
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provided videos and pictures of the upload and use of the reference route in
the navigation system.
The Navigation Officer was informed of the ability in PRIMAR services to
access both ENCs and reference routes for purchase in a single delivery. If he
had been purchasing ENCs from PRIMAR (which he did not) this could in his
opinion be very useful.
B: During the voyage, the reference route was used in the on board navigation
system.
● The Navigation Officer used the route
NCA_Bodo_Harstad_Tjeldsundet_20211110 when approaching the test
area.
C: The Pilot used own route (Hov kai to Djuphamnklubben (Trial)) in the S-100
Demonstrator and SEAiq when sailing through the test area.
Conclusion

Outcome

1. The reference route was used for planning purposes.
2. Availability of the reference route was helpful in the planning process.
3. The use of the reference route reduced the time used for planning
preparations.
4. The reference route was used in the on board navigation system.
5. The availability and use of the reference route was considered a great
improvement.
6. PRIMARs service where ENCs and routes can be downloaded and
delivered in a single data exchange package would, according to the
Navigation Officer, be very helpful.
7. The Pilot did not use the reference route when sailing through the test
area.
The successful result will be reported to the Norwegian Coastal
Administration.

E3: Route Info use (S-100 Demonstrator)
Description

A test of how the reference routes can be displayed and used in the S-100
Demonstrator.

Test
parameters

A: Load chosen route into the S-100 Demonstrator before and/or during
voyage.
Purpose: To test the route functionality in S-100 Demonstrator.

Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)

Test result

A: The reference route was loaded into the S-100 Demonstrator by ECC
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personnel before the voyage. During the voyage the route (which was not a
reference route) integrated as part of the S-129 product, was used.
The ability to load routes in the S-100 Demonstrator was tested to work well.
The route with the XTD corridor was displayed, and the waypoints were visible.

Figure 70: Demonstrates the reference route with the XTC corridor and the
waypoints when loaded into the S-100 Demonstrator.
Conclusion

Outcome

1. The reference route was only loaded in S-100 Demonstrator before the
voyage.
2. The interface and display of the reference route in S-100 Demonstrator
worked well.
No actions need to be taken.

E4: Route Info Communication
Description

A test of how the route can benefit communication between Captain/mate and
Pilot.

Test
parameters

A: Use the reference route to communicate before/during voyage.
Purpose: To test potential benefits in communication, e.g. demonstrating a
common platform for situation awareness between Pilot and Captain/crew.

Responsible

Norwegian Coastal Agency (Pilots)
Terntank (Captain/mate)

Test result

Not achieved. Reference route was not used for communication between the
parties before or during voyage.
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Conclusion

N/A

Outcome

N/A
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Targets and expected outcomes Result
Below is the description of goal accomplishments for the targets of the test, and for the
expected outcomes that were envisaged prior to the test. The results are summarised below
each target.
Targets
Target 1

Demonstrate how S-102 and S-111 products can be produced.

Result

S-102 and S-111 data production was demonstrated with successful production by
the NHS.

Target 2

Demonstrate how an S-129 product is calculated partly based on other S-100
products such as S-102 and S-111, in addition to water level information on
traditional format.

Result

S-129 production using S-102 and S-111 as data input sources was demonstrated
with successful production by OMC International.

Target 3

Demonstrate how an S-129 product can be used in an end user application (S-100
Demonstrator) to provide more available space, both vertically and horizontally, for
navigation during a commercial voyage.

Result

This was proven, by making S-129 plans where the UKC challenges the navigable
space compared to traditional navigation. In an S-57 ENC in ECDIS, Tjeldsundet is
closed when draught is larger than 10 metres.
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Figure 71: Using draught > 10 metres in an traditional S-57 ECDIS closes passage
through Tjeldsundet.
When creating S-129 plan for draught 10.2 metres, where the components water
level, currents, squat etc are parameters in the calculation, the navigable space
increases and opens the passage in time intervals during the day when conditions
are available.

Figure 72: Using draught > 10.2 metres in an S-129 plan opens the passage through
Tjeldsundet.
During test execution the conditions were good due to the high water level
conditions, and an extended navigable space using S-129 was not demonstrated.

Target 4

Demonstrate how extended navigational space theoretically can be used to load
more cargo on a commercial voyage.
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Result

Theoretically this is possible, but was not demonstrated. When using the S-100
products together, either the combination of S-57/S-102 with water level input, or by
using S-129, extended navigable space vertically is created. This gives the
opportunity to load more cargo (i. e. the ability to increase vessel draft). Over time,
this can potentially contribute to a fixed amount of cargo being carried on fewer
voyages.
During test execution the vessel did not carry more cargo than it would normally do
on this voyage.

Target 5

Demonstrate how extended navigational space can be used to shorten the
transportation distance significantly.

Result

During test execution the conditions were good due to high water level conditions,
and an extended navigable space using S-129 was not demonstrated. However, as
the vessel was able to go through Tjeldsundet due to this test, a reduced sailing
distance of approximately 65 NM was achieved.
As the voyage from Brofjorden to Harstad would at one point change course to
either go through Tjeldsundet or west of Lofoten/Vesterålen, the distance from this
potential point to Harstad was calculated for both options. The result indicates a ~
65 NM shorter voyage when sailing through Tjeldsundet.

Figure 73: The sailing distance through Tjeldsundet was approximately 65 NM
(234-169) shorter.
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Target 6

Demonstrate the potential social economic benefits when the use of S-129 widens
the navigational space in a narrow area.

Result

The following theoretical calculation indicates how a reduced sailing distance could
be achieved annually, under the presumption of 5 voyages per month during a year:
Reduced sailing distance 1 voyage = 65 NM.
(5 vessels a month x 65 nm) x 12 = 3900 NM not sailed annually.
From a socio-economic standpoint the reduction in sailing distance would
contribute to reduction in the total national CO2 emissions. If those reductions
could also be multiplied by implementing similar solutions at other challenging
locations the impact would be even bigger. Potential reduction in the number of
voyages due to more cargo carried on each voyage would also contribute to
reductions.
In general, S-129 could contribute to more efficiency in the transportation logistics
and an increase in navigational safety as a result of improved planning processes.
From a socio-economic perspective this would be positive, reducing the distance
and time needed for transportation of important cargo, and also potentially saving
national resources from unwanted occurrences of marine accidents due to
groundings etc.

Target 7

Demonstrate how a graphical representation of navigational significant information
can improve the mariner's situational awareness – and as such add benefit to the
safety of navigation.

Result

The presentation of the data in S-100 Demonstrator, especially the ability to access
different data products and interact with them in one application, may improve
situational awareness and as such contribute positively to safety of navigation. This
was demonstrated by the Pilots experience of an added awareness to the no go
areas in S-129.
The usability of the information presented in the S-100 Demonstrator was especially
considered to be useful for planning purposes. Contributing to improved planning, it
is assumed these improved processes could contribute to a better understanding of
expected challenges and as such contribute to increased situational awareness.
Also, the S-129 products “forward in time” mechanism could help the mariner
improve his understanding of conditions ahead in time, and as such improve the
situational awareness.
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Target 8

Demonstrate how S-100 products used together in combination in a single end user
application can create value for the maritime industry.

Result

Value created:
● Economical benefits are achieved when:
○ The sailing distance decreases.
○ The vessels can take more cargo.
○ The number of voyages may be reduced.
○ The planning process improves (*).
● Safety benefits are achieved when:
○ The planning process improves.
○ The situational awareness increases.
● Environmental benefits are achieved when:
○ Less fuel is used and CO2/NOx emissions are reduced accordingly.
○ The planning process improves (*).
(*) Improved planning may contribute to more accurate arrival times for the vessel
before entering a piloted area. Unnecessary waiting time could be avoided and a
customization of speed could be used. This could increase efficiency and cause
potential savings when e.g speed is reduced to avoid early arrival at pilot pickup.
This test has shown how the information provided in the S-100 Demonstrator can be
used for navigation purposes in challenging and confined waters, and as such
contribute to shortening the sailing distance. There are national and international
financial initiatives available for the shipping industry concerning environmental
savings (co2 and NOx), thus this also provides potential opportunities for
economical savings. More information is available at the following locations:
● https://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Pages/Reducing-greenhou
se-gas-emissions-from-ships.aspx
● https://www.sdir.no/sjofart/fartoy/miljo/forebygging-av-forurensning-fra-ski
p/utslipp-til-luft/
● https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/86343b61b0b9451f9c9a9b4403f
c473c/maritimt-forum---del-2.pdf

Target 9

Demonstrate how a tool like S-100 Demonstrator with support for S-129 is useful
during the voyage planning process.

Result

It was demonstrated by the Pilot's experience that S-129 was especially useful in the
voyage planning process. The provision of updated plans in the days before voyage
helped in the planning process, when making considerations for safe passage
through the test area.
The inbuilt time factor in the S-129 product, where the displayed information gives
the end user a visual presentation of the conditions ahead in time based on the
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expected presence of vessel along the route, was very helpful. In comparison to
traditional navigation this is an added value in the planning process.

Target
10

Demonstrate how a tool like S-100 Demonstrator with support for S-129 is useful
during the voyage execution process.

Result

The presentation of the S-129 product raised the Pilots awareness of the no go
areas, and as such proved to be valuable. During the voyage the S-100 Demonstrator
and S-129 were used as a support system for navigation. The Pilots preparations
were thorough, and the conditions optimal sailing on high tidal water. During the
voyage execution S-129 was used to follow the route and route corridor being part
of the S-129 product.

Figure 74: The route and route corridor displayed in the S-100 Demonstrator.

Target
11

Demonstrate how the precursor to S-421 (route plan based on S-100), being
provided as national reference routes in RTZ format, add value during the voyage
planning process.

Result

The successful download of routes from the PRIMAR service and installment of a
reference route in the vessels navigation system proved to be very helpful for the
Navigation Officer during the planning process. This saved the Navigation Officer
time during his planning preparations. The availability and use of the reference route
was considered to be a great improvement in the planning process.

Target
12

Demonstrate how the reference routes (RTZ) from the Norwegian Coastal
Administration have been implemented in the PRIMAR Service, thus giving an
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opportunity to test the PRIMAR Chart Catalogue interface.
Result

This was demonstrated by the Navigation Officer when accessing the PRIMAR Chart
Catalogue interface and downloading the reference routes available in the test area.

Target
13

Demonstrate how we accomplish in-depth knowledge on ownership, accessibility,
quality and challenges related to the different S-1xx data types.

Result

During the data production process preparations, the ownership and availability of
different S-1xx data types was revealed:
● S-101 will be provided by the NHS being the organisation responsible for
provision of Electronic Navigational Charts. Currently no such data, except
for test purposes, are produced.
● S-102 was produced by the NHS being the organisation responsible for
official hydrographic chart products. Currently no such data, except for test
purposes, are produced.
● S-104 (although not produced in this test) will in the future be produced by
the NHS being the organisation responsible for official water level surveys
and dissemination of those. Currently no such data is produced.
● S-111 was produced by the NHS for this test, based on a model provided by
the Norwegian Meteorological Institute. For future production it is not
decided which one of the two organisations that will be providing the
surface current products. Currently the Norwegian Meteorological Institute is
the official provider of surface current forecasts. Currently no such data,
except for test purposes, are produced.
● S-129 was produced by OMC International. Future provision of this product
may also be delivered in tailored solutions as the one OMC International or
other organisations may provide. Currently no such data, except for test
purposes, are produced.
● S-411/S-412/S-413 (although not produced in this test) may in the future be
produced by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute. Currently no such data
is produced.
● S-421 will probably be produced by the Norwegian Coastal Agency as an
extension of their existing Reference Route Service. Currently no such data
is produced.
During test data production, quality discussions came up, revealing a need for better
understanding of the end user need. Understanding those needs are essential for
producing products at the right quality level.
Challenges related to production of the products were discovered, and valuable
experience from the test production was gained by the producing companies.
All the S-100 product specifications used to create data in this test were at a
maturity level where they are to be used for test and implementation purposes. It
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was therefore not surprising that several issues were discovered during production
and validation.

Target
14

Demonstrate how we, by working on the identified selection of S-1xx data types, can
contribute to the ongoing development of the IHO product standards.

Result

Throughout the test descriptions, registered as outcome of the tests, feedback to
IHO and IHO Working Groups involved in S-100 development are registered.
Different types of feedback will be provided to:
● IHO Secretariat.
● IHO S-98 Project Team.
● IHO S-102 Project Team.
● IHO S-111 Project Team.
● IHO S-129 Project Team.
In addition to the above mentioned instances, a report of the test will be provided to
the IHO S-100 Working Group.

Target
15

Demonstrate the data flow infrastructure in an S-100 data delivery service
supporting S-100 Part 15 encryption and data protection.

Result

This was demonstrated by the development for support of the PRIMAR Remote
Update Protocol and the S-100 Data Protection Scheme by Kongsberg Digital and
OMC International. The figure below illustrates the Remote Update implementation
between PRIMAR and OMC International and between PRIMAR and the S-100
Demonstrator in the data flow infrastructure. The S-100 Data Protection Scheme
was implemented within the dataflow structures represented by the dotted red line.
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Figure 75: The dataflow infrastructure.
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As an outcome of the test the following overarching benefits related to commercial voyages,
pilot operations and data production were expected. During the test the expected benefits were
proven, either as a direct result of the test execution or as an expected effect of the test results.
Expected Benefits
Benefit 1
Fuel reduction

More cargo onboard and a shorter sailing route will
contribute to reduction in fuel consumption.

√

Benefit 2
Environmental
savings.

The CO2 and NOx emission will be reduced due to
reduction in sailing distance. More cargo onboard reduces
the number of voyages necessary to transport a fixed size
cargo, and as such contribute to emission reduction.

√

Benefit 3
Economical
savings.

A reduction in fuel consumption and a potential reduction
in necessary voyages indicates potential cost savings.

√

Benefit 4
Better vessel
exploitation.

A demonstrated potential for better exploitation of
vessels operating in narrow waters.

√

Benefit 5
Increased
situational
awareness and
information
sharing

S-100 Demonstrator is expected to portray navigational
significant information being more human recognizable
than traditional tools by using 3D portrayal on the
underlying S-102 data model. As such it is deemed to be
more suitable for information sharing/understanding of
the situation. E.g. between Pilot and Captain/crew.

√

Benefit 6
Uptake of S-1xx
production.

Increased knowledge within national and commercial data
producing organisations on production of data on the
S-100 format.

√
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Conclusion
To conclude specifically on each main phase of the operational test, the following summarises
relevant outcome of each of the phases:

Data production
The S-57 to S-101 conversion process revealed erroneous conversion issues.
S-102 was created in the bag format, due to inability in the S-100 Demonstrator to use the HDF5
format. Challenges related to the production process of uncertainty information, and also the
understanding of the end user need for uncertainty information from the producer side were
revealed. Portrayal of uncertainty was identified as missing in the S-102 Product Specification.
From the production of S-111 it was identified a potential limited understanding amongst end
users and developers of the different data coding formats available in S-111 Product
Specification. A better understanding of the end user needs and requirements for S-111 should
be provided. This includes an understanding of areas of interest and quality requirements. It
was also highlighted that for the S-111 production, no national agency is currently identified as
responsible for production of this product.
S-129 plans were produced regularly in the test period. The producer found the S-100 data XML
structure to be a bit complex, compared to existing structures used in their commercial
services. The preference would be to produce the S-129 overlay product on board, a solution
that may be possible in a future S-100 ECDIS designed for that purpose. The producer pointed
out that end user system interaction with the S-129 product is not standardized, making it up to
each system implementer how they would support this. The hands-on validation of one of the
S-129 datasets revealed several inconsistencies in the Product Specification.

Data flow infrastructure
S-57, S-101, water level data and seabed area information were provided using WMS
datastreams. No specific outcome of those integrations were detected.
The Nextcloud solution for S-102 delivery worked fine.
A potential confusing element in the PRIMAR implementation of S-111 was discovered. The
editioning and removal of timestamp from the dataset name caused confusion for system
implementers when implementing support for the PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol. Some url
links in the PRIMAR Remote Update documentation were also updated.
When implementing support for the S-100 Part 15 Protection Scheme, the implementers
highlighted the lack of necessary encrypted testdata on S-102 and S-111 format from IHO.
The IHO application interface for those applying for S-100 Manufacturer keys (M_KEY) and
Manufacturer identity (M_ID) to implement support for the S-100 Part 15 Protection Scheme
were found to be old fashioned. Renewal of the application interface supporting online solutions
like digital signing of documents was recommended.
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S-100 Demonstrator implementations
The implementation of S-101 as overlay information on the bathymetry model revealed
challenges with the zoom logic depending on availability of all ENC usage bands as done for
S-57 ENCs. For future S-100 Demonstrator use of S-101 it is probably useful to have all available
S-57 ENC usage bands converted to S-101 ENCs.
The ability within S-129, to calculate and display information “forward in time” based on the
vessel's expected position along a route, may be transferable to the display of S-111 data. This
could be investigated in future development of the S-100 Demonstrator. The “forward in time”
display of S-111 data may also be raised as a discussion topic for the IHO S-111 Project Team.
Several improvement suggestions to the Demonstrator application were raised during the
completion of this operational test.

Data product use
The use of the data was divided into two categories focusing on the usability in the voyage
planning process and in the voyage execution process.
Voyage planning
S-129 was found to be especially valuable during the planning process, giving the end user a
good perception and understanding of available navigable space and proved to be very useful
when identifying time slots for safe passage. A closer integration between the S-100
Demonstrator application and the S-129 calculation system, giving the end user the ability to
adjust input parameters for the calculation, would have been beneficial in the planning process,
making the process more dynamic and effective for the end user.
Another important factor for the end user test personnel to find the S-100 Demonstrator
especially useful during the planning process, is the issue related to "Information overload."
During voyage the application in its current state may be of best use as a "back of bridge" tool.
The inbuilt time factor (displaying conditions ahead in time) was especially useful for
understanding conditions along the route at the time the end user is expected to be there.
The end user proposed the ability to create a product stretching over a given period of time. This
could improve the planning process further, if for example the S-129 data would contain data
from 3 hours before til 6 hours passed the preferred time of voyage start.
From the S-129 producer side, concern was raised for dataset file size becoming too large if
such ability was to be implemented in the standard. It could, however, be possible to mimic this
by requesting multiple S-129 datasets over a time range.
The different types of information available in S-129 (non navigable areas, almost non navigable
areas, control points, route and route corridor) were all deemed to be valuable and of good use
for the end user.
A consideration of the water level interface in the S-100 Demonstrator for planning purposes
revealed that it, as a standalone interface not using S-129, could be valuable for planning
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purposes when combined with Safe/Unsafe coloring mode, using a depth where squat and UKC
safety margin is added to actual vessel draft.
For planning purposes, the other products available in the S-100 Demonstrator (ENC on S-57 and
S-101 format, S-102, S-111 and sebaed information) were also valuable. Having the bathymetry
model available in a 3D application, draping ENC or seabed information on top of it enhances
the end user understanding of the physical conditions in the challenging area. The integration of
surface current information also gave a good visual presentation and understanding of the
predicted current conditions at chosen times.
It was stated that the S-100 Demonstrator and the products available could be valuable for
information sharing between captain and Pilot before entering the voyage execution phase, and
that S-100 Demonstrator and the products available adds additional value to assist the Pilots in
their area of responsibility.
Voyage execution
Access to the S-129 information was helpful when using the S-100 Demonstrator as a support
system during navigation, but it is important to highlight that the on board navigation system
was the official main source used during the voyage. The Pilots preparations were thorough, and
the conditions optimal sailing on high tidal water. During the voyage execution S-129 was used
to follow the route and route corridor being part of the S-129 product, but no navigational
significant decisions were made based on the S-129 information during the voyage. However, as
pointed out by the Pilot, the display of no go areas in the S-129 products raises the navigator's
awareness towards them.
Having the online connectivity facilitating the data stream providing updated plans every minute
added value during the voyage, as the plans were always up to date adjusting expected arrival
times at the control points along the route. It can also be concluded that the inbuilt “forward in
time” mechanism in S-129 probably adds value to the navigator's situational awareness and
mental preparations for the situation ahead.
The end users found the S-111 product to be useful. During the voyage a deviation between the
predicted current direction in the S-111 data and the real current direction was observed. The
difference was probably due to the resolution of the S-111 data.
Other interesting observations of S-111 were also made. The current speed scale division did
not make sense for the end user, indicating a need for more granularity at the high speed end of
the scale, where the current will affect the vessel much more than in the lower end. The
intention of changes in the arrow's size at different times encoded in the dataset was also not
understood by the end user.
It was also observed that the display of the S-111 arrows as overlay information could conceal
other navigational significant information. The display of the S-111 arrows could also be
perceived as cluttering the display sometimes, making this test a good use case example
illustrating the potential cluttering and concealment of important information when overlying
S-111 data on top of ENC and 102 data. A suggested solution for solving the cluttered display
was to implement a sideway/forward display buffering (including removing passed information)
of the S-111 data in the S-100 Demonstrator.
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Several interesting observations on the combination and use of the different products were
made. It was established that having access to all the relevant information in one end user
system may contribute to increased situational awareness. This is due to the freeing of time
when avoiding multiple application input, and avoiding mental capacity being used to merge
information from multiple applications leading to less time used to assess the situation.
The information overflow topic was raised, underlining the importance of interoperability
integration in, and training needed on, the end user applications.
All the products by themselves contain valuable information contributing to navigational safety
when assessed and used in the decision making process. Having access to the products
together in one end user system opens for new opportunities of interaction and presentation of
the data that may add additional value to navigational safety, by increasing the end user
outcome of the data content. Also the fact that better preparations in the planning process due
to the new products and how they are presented could increase navigational safety, is
important.
It was also mentioned that over-reliance on digital information presented (e.g in ECDIS or the
S-100 Demonstrator) on screen displays is a known challenge and must not be forgotten.
Likewise it is important to note that online network communication to receive updated
information does have a vulnerability for breaking down.

Route Information
The Navigation Officer succeeded in accessing and purchasing a number of the reference
routes for Tjeldsundet using the PRIMAR Chart Catalogue RTZ service. The interface was found
to be simple, effective and user friendly.
The availability of the reference route was helpful in the planning process, reducing the time
needed for planning preparations. It was considered to be a great improvement.
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Annex A. Letter of approval.
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Annex B. S57toS101conversion.log
Using Feature Catalog: S-101FC_1.0.0_20190409.xml
Converting (1/4) NO4D2732.000 -> 101NO004D2732.000...
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.001
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.002
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.003
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.004
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.005
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.006
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.007
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.008
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.009
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.010
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
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dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.011
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.012
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.013
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.014
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.015
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.016
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.017
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4D2732.018
Info: Feature CTRPNT dropped from S-101.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO079485746700805) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO269091871802119) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO091099508902128) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO327330362802130) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO220993347902133) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
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Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO338724748602134) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Info: Attribute VERCLR for feature BRIDGE dropped from S-101 feature SpanOpening.
Info: Attribute EXPSOU for feature SOUNDG dropped from S-101 feature Sounding.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO384863376704761) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO043190898504762) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature PILPNT dropped from S-101 feature Pile.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightAllAround.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightAllAround.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature LNDMRK dropped from S-101 feature Landmark.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature BOYLAT dropped from S-101 feature BuoyLateral.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BOYLAT dropped from S-101 feature BuoyLateral.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BCNLAT dropped from S-101 feature BeaconLateral.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BCNISD dropped from S-101 feature BeaconIsolatedDanger.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature RECTRC dropped from S-101 feature RecommendedTrack.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature RECTRC dropped from S-101 feature RecommendedTrack.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (lattice beacon) for attribute BCNSHP for
feature BCNISD (NO083940623605429) to S-101 attribute beaconShape for feature
BeaconIsolatedDanger.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (lattice beacon) for attribute BCNSHP for
feature BCNISD (NO074243095805430) to S-101 attribute beaconShape for feature
BeaconIsolatedDanger.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightSectored.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightSectored.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BCNSPP dropped from S-101 feature
BeaconSpecialPurposeGeneral.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature NAVLNE dropped from S-101 feature NavigationLine.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature NAVLNE dropped from S-101 feature NavigationLine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 1 (permanent) for attribute STATUS for feature
LNDMRK (NO046289875905497) to S-101 attribute status for feature Landmark.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO407737516805506) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO069458170305470) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 3 (fishing prohibited) for attribute RESTRN for
feature RESARE (NO026781765605365) to S-101 attribute restriction for feature
RestrictedAreaNavigational.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 5 (trawling prohibited) for attribute RESTRN for
feature RESARE (NO026781765605365) to S-101 attribute restriction for feature
RestrictedAreaNavigational.
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Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 12 (diving restricted) for attribute RESTRN for
feature RESARE (NO026781765605365) to S-101 attribute restriction for feature
RestrictedAreaNavigational.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature BOYCAR dropped from S-101 feature BuoyCardinal.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BOYCAR dropped from S-101 feature BuoyCardinal.
Info: Attribute VERCLR for feature BRIDGE dropped from S-101 feature Bridge.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature C_AGGR dropped from S-101 feature RangeSystem.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature C_AGGR dropped from S-101 feature RangeSystem.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature C_AGGR dropped from S-101 feature TwoWayRoute.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature C_AGGR dropped from S-101 feature TwoWayRoute.
NO4D2732.000 -> 101NO004D2732.000 conversion complete.
Converting (2/4) NO4E2733.000 -> 101NO004E2733.000...
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4E2733.001
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4E2733.002
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4E2733.003
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
4E2733.004
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO311239114706663) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO010210880006666) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO203559984307215) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO369243587407226) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO046633347507227) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO066908096407696) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
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Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO100849367407697) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO068578059907698) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature MORFAC dropped from S-101 feature MooringWarpingFacility.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BCNISD dropped from S-101 feature BeaconIsolatedDanger.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature BOYLAT dropped from S-101 feature BuoyLateral.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BOYLAT dropped from S-101 feature BuoyLateral.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature BOYCAR dropped from S-101 feature BuoyCardinal.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BOYCAR dropped from S-101 feature BuoyCardinal.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BCNLAT dropped from S-101 feature BeaconLateral.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightAllAround.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightAllAround.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature PILPNT dropped from S-101 feature Pile.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 1 (permanent) for attribute STATUS for feature
LNDMRK (NO141956002408385) to S-101 attribute status for feature Landmark.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature LNDMRK dropped from S-101 feature Landmark.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightSectored.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightSectored.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BCNSPP dropped from S-101 feature
BeaconSpecialPurposeGeneral.
Info: Attribute VERCLR for feature BRIDGE dropped from S-101 feature Bridge.
NO4E2733.000 -> 101NO004E2733.000 conversion complete.
Converting (3/4) NO5E2733.000 -> 101NO005E2733.000...
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
5E2733.001
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
5E2733.002
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
5E2733.003
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO082320928300668) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO337310333600671) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO248198688700672) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
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Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO137182085600673) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BCNISD dropped from S-101 feature BeaconIsolatedDanger.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature BOYLAT dropped from S-101 feature BuoyLateral.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BOYLAT dropped from S-101 feature BuoyLateral.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature MORFAC dropped from S-101 feature MooringWarpingFacility.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 1 (permanent) for attribute STATUS for feature
LNDMRK (NO312000338000637) to S-101 attribute status for feature Landmark.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature LNDMRK dropped from S-101 feature Landmark.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightSectored.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightSectored.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature PILPNT dropped from S-101 feature Pile.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightAllAround.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightAllAround.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BCNLAT dropped from S-101 feature BeaconLateral.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BCNSPP dropped from S-101 feature
BeaconSpecialPurposeGeneral.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature BOYCAR dropped from S-101 feature BuoyCardinal.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BOYCAR dropped from S-101 feature BuoyCardinal.
NO5E2733.000 -> 101NO005E2733.000 conversion complete.
Converting (4/4) NO5F2732.000 -> 101NO005F2732.000...
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
5F2732.001
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
5F2732.002
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
5F2732.003
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
5F2732.004
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
5F2732.005
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
5F2732.006
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Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
5F2732.007
Info: applied update: C:/Struktur/Maroff2/UKCM Operasjonell test/Operasjonell test
dokumenter/Tjeldsundet
dataset/ENCer/20210816/skjeves_download_5a222cb1-a8d6-4875-b10c-c6be7b5ccc84/all/NO
5F2732.008
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature PILPNT dropped from S-101 feature Pile.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightAllAround.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightAllAround.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature BOYLAT dropped from S-101 feature BuoyLateral.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BOYLAT dropped from S-101 feature BuoyLateral.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BCNSPP dropped from S-101 feature
BeaconSpecialPurposeGeneral.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightSectored.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature LIGHTS dropped from S-101 feature LightSectored.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature NAVLNE dropped from S-101 feature NavigationLine.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature NAVLNE dropped from S-101 feature NavigationLine.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature RECTRC dropped from S-101 feature RecommendedTrack.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature RECTRC dropped from S-101 feature RecommendedTrack.
Warning: Unable to map S-57 enumeration code 4 (telephone) for attribute CATCBL for feature
CBLSUB (NO075771473600967) to S-101 attribute categoryOfCable for feature
CableSubmarine.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BUAARE dropped from S-101 feature BuiltUpArea.
Info: Feature CTRPNT dropped from S-101.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature RIVERS dropped from S-101 feature River.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature RIVERS dropped from S-101 feature River.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature ROADWY dropped from S-101 feature Road.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature BOYCAR dropped from S-101 feature BuoyCardinal.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature BOYCAR dropped from S-101 feature BuoyCardinal.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature C_AGGR dropped from S-101 feature RangeSystem.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature C_AGGR dropped from S-101 feature RangeSystem.
Info: Attribute SORDAT for feature C_AGGR dropped from S-101 feature TwoWayRoute.
Info: Attribute SORIND for feature C_AGGR dropped from S-101 feature TwoWayRoute.
NO5F2732.000 -> 101NO005F2732.000 conversion complete.
**********************************************************************
4 of 4 files successfully converted
4 of 4 files contained warnings
Entire conversion completed in 00:00:18
**********************************************************************
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Annex C. Questionnaires
NHS:
S-102
1.
Could you please very shortly describe your role in the test?
Production of S102 data and NHS contact person.
2.
Did you discover any challenges when creating test datasets? If so - which ones?
Creating S102 data is still more or less a manual process. For future production, we
would like to achieve more automated processes, excluding cause of errors and cutting
production time.
3.
What is your perception of the S-102 Product Specification matureness?
In some areas, I find it quite mature, and there is a mutual understanding all the way to
the end-user. There is also challenges with e.g. uncertainty surface, where there has been little
development.
4.
Are there any specific improvement topics related to the S-102 product as described in
the S-102 Product Specification you would like to highlight?
See above. Related to the uncertainty surface, what does the end-user need and how
should it be presented.
5.
Were your production tool(s) offering sufficient solutions for the production of these test
data? If not, could you elaborate?
6.
Did you find the interphase for test data delivery to PRIMAR to be functional and
effective?
We are obliged to follow internal procedures connected with distribution of restricted
high-resolution bathymetry.
7.
Did you gain valuable experience(s) for potential future production of such data? If so which ones?
Absolutely, we had some issues that amplify the need to establish more automated
processes.
8.
Did you gain increased knowledge of the data product by participating in this project?
Again yes, it is an ongoing process and learning curve.
9.
As you see it, what are the greatest obstacles preventing you from starting to produce
S-102 regularly at the present time?
10.
Do you have other information deemed to be important that you wish to highlight?
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NHS:
S-111
1.
Could you please very shortly describe your role in the test?
Providing S-111 test data sets for Tjeldsundet in an operational (test) setting
2.
Did you discover any challenges when creating test datasets? If so - which ones?
The S100 module for python was updated: The change is positive in itself, but meant
that code used to create test files last year did not work any more. Code from NOAA was
adapted to work with the new module.
Challenging that the model output covers the whole Norwegian coast. Code to download
only a part was shared by OMC and used for Tjeldsundet, but this did require some fixes in the
rest of the code that was done particular for this area.
3.
What is your perception of the S-111 Product Specification matureness?
In my opinion, the PS is getting quite mature, but it needs to be used more in order to show the
potential. There might be a limited understanding on the users end/developer end that the S-111
PS includes a variation of products and data coding formats. Supporting more data coding
formats will most likely be necessary.
4.
Are there any specific improvement topics related to the S-111 product as described in
the S-111 Product Specification you would like to highlight?
5.
Were your production tool(s) offering sufficient solutions for the production of these test
data? If not, could you elaborate?
No production tools available for this operation.
The programming done to provide the test data sets have non-generic fixes that is specific for
this test area. In its current state it is also limited to just the one datacodingtype = 2 used for
this test.
6.
Did you find the interphase for test data delivery to PRIMAR to be functional and
effective?
The interphase seems to be built around static data where a new edition overwrites the old one,
and where the products do not come as new editions that often, so that a manual operation can
be used. It does not at this point support that dynamic data such as S-111 is valid for a given
period of time, or that there is a difference between an updated forecast for the same time
period and the next forecast with a new time interval. As an operational product with a new
release every day and an update every evening, the delivery cannot be a manual operation.
7.
Did you gain valuable experience(s) for potential future production of such data? If so which ones?
The test provided good insight in the technical challenges and steps needed to set up a
production of S-111.
8.
Did you gain increased knowledge of the data product by participating in this project?
Being able to see the product in use together with other data sets does increase the
understanding of the product and how developers and end users relate to it.
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9.
As you see it, what are the greatest obstacles preventing you from starting to produce
S-111 regularly at the present time?
The lack of a common understanding of what the S-111 product should be:
What are the user needs and requirements for S-111? Where is this of interest, what quality is
needed for it to be “of some use” and to be “useful supplement”, are there available, operational
models providing forecast at this quality in the region of interest?
There are several technical obstacles to be handle as well, but in order to set up which products
within the S-111 PS to supply, the user needs and requirements must to be addressed first. This
includes how to verify and approve a model as input for S-111, who does this, what to do if there
are user needs not met by the operational models today, etc.
10.
-

Do you have other information deemed to be important that you wish to highlight?
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NCA:
1.
Could you please very shortly describe your role in the test?
I was the pilot on board the Vessel Tern Ocean, when going through Tjeldsundet
2.
Did the S-100 Demonstrator and the products available there offer additional value to
your area of responsibility during the operation? If so - in what way?
The S-100 Demonstrator give all the information I need in one place, so it gives a value to my
responsibility.
3.
Could you describe the advantages using the S-100 Demonstrator you discovered during
the test (if any)?
Since it shows “no go area” the S-100 Demonstrator give awareness to the area where you are
not supposed to be during the sailing.
4.
Do you think access to a support tool like the S-100 Demonstrator gives increased
situational awareness during voyage?
It can do that, since it clearly marks the area where you are not supposed to be.
5.
Do you think the S-100 Demonstrator and the products available there increases
navigational safety?
See pt. 6
6.
Do you think the S-100 Demonstrator and the products available there adds value to the
planning process?
It gives great value to the planning process, since we are able to to check everything, like ukc,
tide and current for the upcoming voyage. We can better plan when to go throught an area with
limited depth.
7.
Do you think the S-100 Demonstrator and the products available there adds value to the
pilot operation during voyage execution (operational purpose)?
This I have to thing more about. Our way of sailing is through thorough planning, taking
everything into consideration. And when executing everything is 100% clear.
8.
Do you think the S-100 Demonstrator is a valuable tool for information sharing between
pilot and vessel captain/mate? If so, could you elaborate?
This could be a good thing. If the pilot makes a plan for the voyage, and then are able to show
the captain how the sailing will be done. The cooperation between pilot and captain can take
advantaged from this.
9.
Several S-100 products were available in the S-100 Demonstrator during the test. Did you
access all of them individually, and what value did they give you?
a.
S-101: Please fill in
i.
In this test I did not see much difference between s-102 and s-57
b.
S-102: Please fill in
i.
This is a real improvement, to see the bottom as it is. Looking foreward to the day when
we have s-102 for the whole coast.
c.
S-111: Please fill in
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i.
Nice to see this on the screen. If in the future we can do a planning, and have access to
the current week in advance, it would be great.
d.
S-129: Please fill in
10.
How would you say S-100 products such as S-101, S-102, S-111 and S-129 creates value
when made accessible and interoperable in a single end user system?
It makes value when they are all put together in one system like the s-100 Demonstrator.
11.
Did the S-129 product provide extended navigational space (horizontally and vertically)
during voyage?
We know the area well, so for this voyage. It did not.
12.
Did you make use of the S-129 control points before and/or during the test execution? If
so, what were the advantages of this specific provided information?
In a way I did. When we checked for sailing 0430, it was not possible to go through.The vessel
was delayed, so it solved itself. So when going through, it was clear all the way.
13.
Do you have any improvement suggestions for the S-100 Demonstrator functionality?
From my point of view it is the planning phase the give most value. If we can take a vessel, make
a plan, and check if / when it is possible it would be great.
Also if it is possible to add the information directly in the S-100 Demonstrator, instead if going
via OMC web page. It would be much easier.
14.
Do you have other information deemed to be important that you wish to highlight?
Looks like a good start for a program to show all the S´es from the new standard.
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OMC
1.
Could you please very shortly describe your role in the test?
UKC advisor. Set up and deliver an under keel clearance management for the testbed area.
2.
Did you discover any challenges when creating the S-129 test datasets? If so - which
ones?
The following challenges were identified:
•
No (long-term) tidal stream predictions exist for the testbed area. This meant that
preplans could not be created (unless tidal streams were ignored).
•
Obtaining bathymetric data.
•
Implementing S-100 decryption/encryption mechanisms. The amount of work involved
in getting S-111 decryption to work was more than anticipated.
3.
What is your perception of the S-129 Product Specification matureness?
My perception is that the PS is relatively new and more testing with end users is needed. We
have been able to test some aspects of the PS, but not all (such as preplans). Additionally, as far
as I am aware, we did not specifically ask end users for feedback on the S-129 portrayal?
4.
Do you have any improvement suggestions related to the S-129 data structure as
described in the S-129 Product Specification 1.0.0?
Personally, I find the data structure a bit convoluted. Specifically, the usage of the first control
point as a placeholder for preplan tidal windows.
Additionally, my preference would be for the UKC overlays to be generated onboard based on
relatively simple/lightweight UKC predictions along a route. The ship-based system can then
combine this with the available S-102 data onboard and produce go/no-go areas. Having said
this, this “ship has sailed” for the S-129 PS.
5.
Were your production tool(s) offering sufficient solutions for the production of these test
data?
Yes I’d say so, even though we had to update some of the production code at our end. Having
said this, we already had S-129 production code in place so relatively little effort was required to
make the necessary tweaks.
6.
Did you gain valuable experience(s) for potential future production of such data? If so which ones?
See item 11.
7.
Do you think you will be providing S-129 data in the future when offering UKC services for
your customers?
Yes absolutely. Standards (IHO or otherwise) are the way to go when integrating products with
other vendors.
8.
If answer above (7) = Yes, what are the obstacles at present time for starting to support
S-129 as a UKC format in your services?
None at this stage.
Having said this, one of the biggest obstacles in uptake will be how end-users can change the
plan within their software/ECDIS systems. Most S-100 product specifications (including S-129)
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are output or display formats. They get downloaded and then displayed. S-129 however, typically
requires interaction. This is not managed in the S-129 PS and each vendor will implement their
own API or mechanism to manage this. This is where the standardisation breaks down.
9.
Are there advantages with the S-129 product as you see it, compared to existing DUKC
products?
Yes and no.
Yes, in the sense that S-129 is a global (public) standard and every vendor can implement it.
No, because the entire S-100 data XML based data structure is outdated and complex. For our
proprietary data exchanges we tend use more lightweight / modern data structures, ranging
from JSON to binary.
10.
You were to support multiple dataflow input for your product creation. How did you find
the interfaces for receiving:
a.
Water level data from the NHS? This was excellent. Good API documentation exists
online as well as sample data query pages. No IT issues and simple to implement.
b.
S-102 data from the NHS via PRIMAR? No issues here. Note we actually received the
S-102 data from Kartverket via their nextcloud environment.
c.
S-111 data from NHS via PRIMAR? The remote update interface worked well and was
quick though required some extra development effort to implement.
d.
AIS feed from NCA? This was great. Once the IT (security) issues were overcome, the
data feed has proven reliable and with low latency.
11.
Do you have any relevant observations related to using S-100 products like S-102 and
S-111 as input for S-129 production? (Did it work well, amendments to your regular processes
etc.).
The S-111 data was more tricky to support. Predominantly because our DUKC system only
requires forecasts at specific points along the route, whereas the S-111 data is gridded. Hence
interpolation was required.
In relation to S-102, the usage of this to compute the total water column (depth + tide) requires
knowledge of the tidal reduction model used to create the S-102.The tidal “zones” are not
published with the S-102 file itself and instead requires interaction with the S-102 producer.
Perhaps this is the function of S-104 (which was not available during the testbed)?
12.
Did you find the PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol to be sufficient for your needs?
Yes, mostly. It would be great if we could query the remote update protocol and determine if a
new S-111 file is published. Whilst it appears to be possible to query for new editions of the
S-111 file, it does not seem to be possible to determine if there is an interim update. If I am not
mistaken the afternoon tidal stream forecast does not generate a new edition number.
Also, the S-111 file name contains a timestamp (e.g.
111NORW_20211203T12Z_FCSUB_DCF2.h5), but the filename in the permit.xml file does not
include the timestamp.
13.
Did you encounter any difficulties when developing support for S-100 Part 15 data
protection?
The implementation of the S-100 Part 15 scheme took longer than expected mainly because of
the lack of clear test data.
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In hindsight, it was not required to get S-100 manufacturer keys for the testbed itself as the
S-111 were encrypted using the sample manufacturer key.
14.
Do you have other information deemed to be important that you wish to highlight?
None at this stage.
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Kongsberg
1.
Could you please very shortly describe your role in the test?
2.
From an application development perspective, what were the biggest challenges you
encountered when implementing support for the following products?:
a.
S-101: Not implemented by us. We used a WMS server serving S101 data. Our biggest
issue was the lack of data at certain zoom levels
b.
S-102: We support S102 in BAG format, we do not support S102 in HDF5 format. The
change from BAG to HDF5 makes our current S102-reader (GDAL) unusable for this.
c.
S-111: Nothing to note here
d.
S-129: The lack of a way to differentiate between “we do not have enough data to do
calculations for this area” and “this area is too shallow” in the standard.
3.
You were to support multiple dataflow input for your product creation. How did you find
the interfaces for receiving:
a.
Water level data from the NHS? API is ok, but this is a custom API and not related to any
S100 standard
b.
S-101 from PRIMAR? Standard WMS, nothing new here
c.
S-102 data from the NHS via PRIMAR? Not used in this test, but the download interface
is ok
d.
S-111 data from NHS via PRIMAR? Download interface is ok.
e.
S-129 from OMC Int.? The interface is well documented, the people at OMC was helpful
and quick to fix issues, the actual S-129 data received was not quite according to standard as
OMC is waiting for the standard to stabilize before they finish it.
4.
Did you find the PRIMAR Remote Update Protocol to be sufficient for your needs? For
this test? Yes. We did, however, only use it to download S111 data for the test area, from a list
that only included the data we were interested in. We have not used it enough to point at any
weaknesses.
5.
Did you encounter any difficulties when developing support for S-100 Part 15 data
protection?
6.
Did you support the S-100 portrayal solutions for any product? If yes, did you encounter
specific challenges you would like to highlight? Our biggest challenge here is that the portrayal
solutions are focused on 2D and often not directly transferable to 3D
7.
Do you see potential challenges with the S-100 products as a whole you would like to
highlight from a developer perspective?
8.
Do you have any improvement suggestions related to the S-100 data structure and
accessibility? See 2.d). There really should be a way of marking an area “not computed” in the
standard so we don’t have to rely on hacks to distinguish between these categories.
9.

Do you have other information deemed to be important that you wish to highlight?
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Terntank:
1.
Could you please very shortly describe your role in the test? Ans. Navigation Officer
2.
Were you able to connect to PRIMAR service (PRIMAR Chart Catalogue) for access to
RTZ reference routes? Ans. Yes
3.
Do you see added value in your daily operation with reference routes being available in
PRIMAR? Ans. Yes
4.
Did the access to national reference routes (RTZ) add value to the voyage planning
process? Ans. It's quite convenient because routes are already available; all we have to do is
download them from the PRIMAR service and load them into our ECDIS.
5.
Do you think the information provided in S-100 Demonstrator is of value for planning
purposes? Ans. Yes
6.
How did you find the information provided in S-100 Demonstrator to be of value during
voyage execution (operational purpose)? Ans. Surface currents, UKC, water level, and other
data’s are all updated on a regular basis, making it quite valuable.
7.
Could you describe the advantages using the S-100 Demonstrator you discovered during
the test (if any)?
8.
Do you think access to a support tool like the S-100 Demonstrator gives increased
situational awareness during voyage? Ans. Yes and No at the same time Yes, more data is
available in a way. No, because there are a lot of things to look at, and it can be difficult to notice
everything.
9.
Do you think the S-100 Demonstrator and the products available there increases
navigational safety?
10.
Do you think the S-100 Demonstrator is a valuable tool for information sharing between
pilot and vessel captain/mate? If so, could you elaborate?
11.
Several S-100 products were available in the S-100 Demonstrator during the test. Did you
access all of them individually, and what value did they give you?
a.
S-101 ENC: Please fill in
b.
S-102 High Resolution Bathymetry: Please fill in
c.
S-111 Surface Currents: Please fill in
d.
S-129 Under Keel Clearance: Please fill in
12.
Did the S-129 product provide extended navigational space (horizontally and vertically)
during voyage? Ans. Yes, it shows go/nogo areas based on vessel draft, water level and surface
current information.
13.
How would you say S-100 products such as S-101, S-102, S-111 and S-129 creates value
when made accessible and interoperable in a single end user system?
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14.
Do you have any improvement suggestions for the S-100 Demonstrator functionality?
Ans. The system works well, but there is no backup plan in place presented in case it fails.
15.
Do you think the information provided in S-100 Demonstrator could cause economical
benefits for your business? If so - in what way?
16.
Do you think the information provided in the S-100 Demonstrator could give
environmental benefits? If so - in what way?
17.
If you were to change your operation in the future, routing more of your traffic through
Tjeldsundet, how would that impact your company?
18.

Do you have other information deemed to be important that you wish to highlight?
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Annex D. Abbreviations.
API
ECC
ECDIS
ENC
ETA
IHO
KDI
NCA
NGU
NMI
NHS
PPU
S-57
S-98
S-100
S-101
S-102
S-104
S-111
S-129
S-421
WMS
XTD

Application Programming Interface
Electronic Chart Centre
Electronic Chart Display and Information System
Electronic Navigational Chart
Estimated Time of Arrival
International Hydrographic Organisation
Kongsberg Digital
Norwegian Coastal Administration
Geological Survey of Norway
Norwegian Meteorological Institute
Norwegian Hydrographic Service
Portable Pilot Unit
IHO Transfer Standard for Digital Hydrographic Data
Interoperability for S-100 based Navigation Systems
Universal Hydrographic Data Model
ENC Product Specification
Bathymetric Surface Product Specification
Water Level Information for Surface Navigation Product Specification
Surface Current Product Specification
Under Keel Clearance Management Product Specification
Route Plan Based on S-100
Web Map Service
Cross Track Distance
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